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Why Christians Cannot Support Animal
Rights

Ever since the publication of Andrew Linzey’s Animal Rights: A Christian
Perspective published in 1976, an increasing number of self-identified
Christians have adopted vegetarianism as an essential element of their
Christian faith. These Christians contend that just as Christ humbled
himself to serve and reconcile humanity to himself, in like manner
humans should humble themselves and work to end the violence
between themselves and the animal kingdom. Therefore, Christians, it is
argued, should oppose eating meat, hunting, and wearing fur as part of
their call to follow Christ. Readers should not dismiss this theology as
simply the problem of mainline denominations as it is now entering
Evangelical Christianity as well. The topic of the proper use of animals is
too broad and complex for a thorough discussion here. However, I
wanted to provide a few principles for you to consider before being
swayed by this dangerous theology.

 As webmaster for the Internet Center for Wildlife Damage Management http://www.icwdm.org, I
educate people about identifying, preventing, and responsibly resolving damage caused by wildlife. For
instance, if raccoons are raiding your garden or squirrels have entered the attic, I will provide
informational resources to help you stop those problems.  People are generally intrigued by my line of
work, but become unsettled upon learning that I am also a minister with a Ph.D. in theology. They seem
puzzled that a minister would be teaching the public about techniques that involve shooting, trapping, and
killing wildlife. After all, aren’t they God’s creatures? Shouldn’t ministers be about peace and love and
harmony?

 Unfortunately, what they fail to understand is that there is no fundamental contradiction between
responsibly killing animals and following Christ. In fact, the contradiction lies with those who reject our
right to kill animals on the grounds that such actions are non-Christian. To put a sharper point on the
matter, I argue that for Christians to accept the ideals of animal rights is the logical equivalent of saying
that one can be a Christian-atheist.

 Before providing evidence for this bold assertion, I need to clarify some terms. “Animal rights” is the view
which denies that humans have any moral authority or right to eat, ranch, hunt, trap, fish, or otherwise
interfere with animals living out their lives. In other words, humans should grant animals the same kinds of
rights afforded our fellow humans. Animal rights activists are not suggesting that animals have the right to
vote but they do believe that the right to life and non-interference is fundamental and humans must
respect that in order to be properly moral. Just as you can’t walk into your neighbor’s house without
permission, so you would not be allowed (from an ethical perspective) to sport hunt or fish or eat a
burger. To an animal rights activist, eating animal flesh is morally analogous to cannibalism; it is an
extreme expression of a lack of respect for the animal’s life. Just to be clear, animal rights activists
believe that self-defense does provide justification for killing an animal. If a mountain lion attacks you,
animal rights activists believe you are justified in using lethal force to protect yourself. 

 Animal Protectionism takes a slightly more modest position as adherents argue that humans may kill
animals only if there were overriding reasons for doing so. In other words, animal protectionists deny that
humans have a prima facie right to kill or harm animals. For example, an animal protectionist would say
that killing birds that threaten the safety of passenger liners around an airport could be ethical if other,
less lethal methods failed to work. In contrast, an animal rights activist would say that perhaps the airport
should be shut down or the birds should be humanely moved to a new location of similar worth and value
from the perspective of the birds. As can be expected, animal protectionists’ views fall in a spectrum.
Some are so extreme that distinguishing them from animal rights activists would be difficult indeed. I just
want readers to ponder how life would be different if every time you wanted to kill an animal you had to
provide overriding evidence of need.
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 As noted above, animal rights activists along with extreme elements of the animal protectionist movement
deny that humans have the right of dominion over animals. I also stated that Christians cannot affirm that
position. Let provide just a few reasons for this. First, Scripture clearly says that God gave dominion to
humanity (Gen 1:26-8). Dominion does not mean despotism. Humans were to govern the world in service
to God as managers run an apartment block for the interests of the owner. Genesis 2 explicitly relates
God’s command to work the garden and to protect it. The evidence suggests that God wanted humans to
protect species from extinction. Individual animals did not receive that protection. If you have any doubts,
ask how our lives would be different if Adam and Eve decided to express dominion over the Serpent
rather than listening to it. Adam and Eve failed to protect the garden because they failed to eject, or dare
I say kill the Serpent, for its blasphemy. In short, they failed to express dominion over the serpent. The
Old Testament provides additional support for humanity’s authority over creation in Psalm 8, which
interestingly enough is treated as a Messianic Psalm in the New Testament (Heb 2:7).  Christ also
affirmed humanity’s authority over creation (and the animal kingdom) through his words and his actions. 
Contrary to the limits in diet proffered by animal rights activists, Christ gave humanity permission to eat all
animals. By declaring all foods ceremonially clean, Christians were no longer bound to follow the
restrictions of Kosher Laws (Mk 7:19) and could enjoy the flavors of pigs and lobster with divine blessing.
Christ’s actions towards animals are even more telling. He allowed demons to drown pigs without ever
bothering to run into the Sea of Galilee to save them (Lk 8:33). He even helped the disciples kill more fish
through the miracle of the fishes (Jn 21:6).  If we listen to the claims of the Christian animal rights
activists, then we have to wonder whether Christ sinned by his treatment of animals. Of course, if Christ
was not perfect, then we are still lost in our sin and we know that is not true.

 

If you want to read a more extended discussion of these points, I suggest getting a copy of my book,
Dominion over Wildlife? An Environmental-Theology of Human-Wildlife Relations (Eugene, OR:
Wipf and Stock, 2009). Stephen M. Vantassel is project coordinator for wildlife damage management
with the University of Nebraska-Lincoln as well as an instructor of theology at King’s Evangelical
Divinity School in Kent, UK.

Why Christians Cannot Support Animal Rights
Regarding Opinion

Interesting concept........
and I suppose making a sacrifice individually might make one feel more dedicated to
Christ, however, unitil I see "scripture" stating don't eat the cow! I cannot take it
seriously!

- bhall  February 26, 2010 8:58PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Dominion
Dominion. . .What does that word mean? 

do·min·ion /dəˈmɪnyən/ Show Spelled[duh-min-yuhn] Show IPA 
–noun
1.the power or right of governing and controlling; sovereign authority. 
2.rule; control; domination. 
3.a territory, usually of considerable size, in which a single rulership holds sway. 
4.lands or domains subject to sovereignty or control. 
5.Government. a territory constituting a self-governing commonwealth and being
one of a number of such territories united in a community of nations, or empire:
formerly applied to self-governing divisions of the British Empire, as Canada and
New Zealand. 
6.dominions, Theology. domination (def. 3). 

Dominion, if you look at those in the world who have 'dominion' over people. .
.They don't skin them, they don't eat them, they don't wear them, they don't use
them as entertainment or for scientific experiments. They are to take care of
them, not destroy them. . .I may be atheist , but I am sure the bible meant to
take care of animals , not hurt them. . .There is no such thing as 'Humane Meat'
As there is no such thing as 'Legal Slavery'

- Vegan-Punk  March 6, 2010 12:42PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

All righty then.........
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As an atheist I am surprised that you have any opinion about what is or is
not in the Bible. However, as a human being I respect your view. 

My response was directed strictly to the Christian belief. And the point was
that "personal sacrifice" has been a way of confirming your faith in God.
Therefore, if someone wanted to express their dedication to God they
would be willing to give up privileges or things to physically exemplify that
dedication. 

However, I do not know of any "scripture" that directs a Christian to
actually refrain from eating animals . 

If in fact your personal belief is not to harm an animal in any way then I
respect that view, but I am not going to try create meaning from any of the
writings of the Bible. I guess I am just basic, if it is there it is, if it is not then
I am not going to try to create it. 

There is a double standard in the world when it comes to animals , some
garner more respect then others. Domestic animals are treated sometimes
better than people. Others are simply a part of the food chain. This was all
set as standards long before I was born, and I am not goint to spend time
trying to determine, who, why, where, what, when. If I had to kill something
to eat it, I could not. 

I am much more concerned with the way PEOPLE are treated however
than animals. And again I will reiterate my respect for your belief's,
however they are yours.

- bhall  March 6, 2010 10:14PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Other bibles say other things...
Now, I'm really not going to say whether or not I'm a "believer" here - This has little to
do with my reply. I will simply say that we are all "gOds" unto our own making. We
each as our own "gOd" pick and choose --- Which bible  , which "Word", which belief -
is "truth". Of course each doctrine was written by man --- And man has a way of
creating "interpretations" that can create a moral "binge" now and then.

The most obvious re-working, is the "First Rule" - A Commandment of the Highest - A
Golden Law... Every culture attempts to "rewrite" it to suit his ends... In every religious
theology nearly all agree: Killing is Wrong. Yet all believers of this "First Rule" - choose
footnotes and disclaimers to the "Rule". Bibles are filled with murder , betrayal,
slavery and wars... It certainly doesn't mean these things were the right things to do.

Killing is Wrong: (but not if)... The blanks get filled in according to circumstance and
according to social progress. It seems only right that the more we become civilized,
the more we should accomodate this "First Rule" --- Personally and globally.

I think the way of progress always should point in the direction of justice and
nonviolence to All who would benefit. I don't know any who would disagree that this is
the way to "enlightenment".

And so we are here, discussing this fine balance of life and death  ... Who decides and
by what "right"? So we all, in a sense are "gOds" of our own design... We each decide
to be the one who adheres to the "First Rule"... Or the other kind... That manipulates it
according to circumstances - According to whim.

And regarding the Christ Man, I could argue that he was also said to be an Essene
and that he traveled with the Desert Fathers, who lived on flat cakes, seeds, figs and
all the abundance of a plant based diet . Some faiths believe the Christ Man never ate
a "lamb" at the Last Supper - I don't know of any passage in any bible that says he did.
I could say that the Christ Man took 3 fish (which were already dead) to feed the
multitude at Galilee. Some say it was 3 loaves of bread --- 

Some say the Christ Man was so enraged at the butchery of animals at the Holy
Temple - because he was a man who lived in kindness and nonviolence... And that he
could not bear the brutal slaughter of the innocent . A few versions of "truth" makes
one wonder which might be most consistent... (?) 

It's also not too absurd to think of the economics which have always worked as they do
today. "Favors" were granted then too... Perhaps shepherds with "excess commodity"
required sales --- It's not difficult to surmise that "high priests" who served "kings" gave
"mandates" from a deity to kill/sacrifice a certain type of animal... This has always kept
the coffers filled and land owners rich. The first meaning for "cattle" is " war " --- And
the want of it, has shaped our ugly history ever since.... 

No... I don't believe one can't be "Christian" and be in favor of animal rights . I think it
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just depends on what your perspective is... What your own "inner voice" says. Many
spiritual leaders say otherwise as well... Revd Professor Andrew Linzey and Norm
Phelps and Dr. Matthew Halteman, just to name a few... 

Finally, it's just impossible for me to imagine a deity who would have deliberately
created beings that were to be "used" by man, who would also be capable of
suffering, just like us. Seems that each time we were to "use" an animal our hearts
would be required to be hardened... I simply refuse to believe that man's empathy was
designed to be ignored.

I don't believe that anyone would betray their faith if they refused to kill animals... In
fact I think the opposite is true... If there is a way to "God" - It must be in nonviolence
and justice to All.

- Bea Elliott  February 27, 2010 1:30AM

Reply to this  (7)Recommend

Christian Animal Rights Activist
First, I agree wholeheartedly with Bea's commentary.

As a Christian, I support animal rights . I follow the admonition of Jesus who
gave the commandment to be loving and compassionate; therefore, I support
both human and non- human rights to fair and humane treatment . Life is life,
and all life is interconnected and should be cared for and respected. 

I find it interesting that in the Bible, while in a state of perfection, Adam and Eve
were given a vegetarian diet ; it was only after God cursed them to miserable,
shortened lives that meat eating was permitted.

And if anyone questions the divinity of animals , consider this: very small
children and most very old people love animals. In my opinion, small children
and babies have just come from God, the divine; and very old people are near a
return to God, the divine...and in both of these stages of life, people are drawn
to animals.

So I totally disagree with the assertion that Christians cannot support animal
rights. My proof?

I am a Christian, and I support animal rights.

- Rachel Lee Allen  February 27, 2010 5:28AM

Reply to this  (8)Recommend

Original "sin"
Thank you Rachel for bringing up the idea that the Garden of Eden would
have been a vegetarian 's horn of plenty!

Makes me wonder too, that perhaps even " meat eating "... or rather the
needless killing of the innocent , could have been the original "sin"?
Goodness knows, where it has lead us has not been "heaven"...

- Bea Elliott  February 27, 2010 9:30AM

Reply to this  (4)Recommend

original sin brought the death of animals
The Bible I use makes it clear than animal death was the result of
the original sin. Animal death should bother us. They didn't do
anything wrong , why do they suffer and die? It was a very strong
object lesson for me: at times I wanted to think that deceit and
harboring resentment wasn't really that big a deal, but when
watching the death of an innocent dog, I realized that it was. Sin
brings death; it is not OK. I'm so glad God has a solution.

- seektruth  March 3, 2010 2:45PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Life is Life?
are the plants you eat life? do you know that on the cellular level, plants
"react" to having pieces cut off or to being ripped out by their roots? The
react at the cellular level just like animal cells... so .. Life is Life??.. I am a
meateater. I OWN pets . I have killed wild animals for my consumption
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and I have killed vermin in my pantry. yet, I feel complete and total
compassion for my animals, all of them, even the ones I ate!..

- david  March 3, 2010 1:52PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Thank you Bea Elliott for being a voice of reason
Bird lover has some serious fallacious rationale here and his sources of
information have an agenda of maintaining the status quo of animal exploitation,
and NOTHING to do with religious doctrine. Christ was about altruism, of which
there is none from the expose animal rights site referenced.

There is nothing compassionate, peaceful, loving or kind in what the author or
"Bird Lover" is proposing here. 

The author could learn a lot more information on the subject if he went here: 

http://www.abolitionistapproach.com/video /

www.veganvideo.org 

and might wake up to reality if he watched this:
Earthlings: http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=7584730387826688635 

No one who participates in the process of animal exploitation is experiencing
peace, only stifling their compassion and empathy towards others. We know
those who do this for a living have much higher incidence of every kind of
violence and crime than those who don't. 

"Extremism in the cause of compassion is no vice, and moderation in the pursuit
...of justice is no virtue." -Seneca

- Pro Libertate  February 27, 2010 3:11PM

Reply to this  (5)Recommend

Thank you Bea Elliott.??
Pro Libertate stated that "We know those who do this for a living have a
much higher incidence of every kind of violence and crime than those
who don't." And your resource for this information is what? What research
document proves this point?

I think you need to be reminded of ALF and of the threats and the violence
of these animal rights individuals against UCLA university professors and
the stupid placing of bombs on people's doorsteps...the WRONG
doorsteps. I think you might need to remember the bombs that were used
in the UK and blew up researchers. Or the researcher at UCSF whose
hands were destroyed by an animal rights bomb. Or the ball bats that were
used to pound on people associated with Huntingdon. Or the attacks by
animal rights people on people fishing in the UK. These are all animal
rights activities...and they are violent and sometimes deadly. 

So, who is violent here...looks like a lot of animal rights violence to me.
And promoted by ALF.

- BirdLover  February 27, 2010 9:44PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Who are the real terrorists?
What about the terrorism that these researchers inflict on animals ?
Some " research " is truly horrendous - maternal deprivation
"studies", sleep deprivation "studies", drilling holes in animals'
skulls to insert wires, bolt on tubes, pour in chemicals directly on
the brain, etc., etc., the list just goes on and on. But since people are
doing this to animals and not the other way around, that's probably
fine with you.
"Dominion" does not mean a license to exploit and abuse , but
rather responsible stewardship and care. The Queen of England
has dominion over her subjects, but this does not mean she can
abuse them; rather it means an obligation and duty on her part to do
her best by them. Likewise us with the animals.
I find it interesting that a so-called minister of God condones killing.
As I remember, one of the Commandments says "Thou shalt not
kill."
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Jesus preached humility and service. All this guy is thinking about is
himself and what he wants.

- tpanitz  March 3, 2010 12:52PM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

And some research is not horrendous.
What's your point? 

Some vegan activists commit acts which are truly horrendous,
as was described above. At least animal research has a few
useful upsides like, say, curing cancer . I personally know a
researcher who has made tremendous strides toward
extremely early detection of cancerous cells. You may not
value human lives above those of rodents, but some of us do.

- locavore  March 5, 2010 8:35PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

But most research
My point is that animal research should not be done.
Considering that since the end of the Second World
War, when animal research really took off, the billions of
animal lives wasted (at least a hundred million animals
a year are killed in " research "), to say nothing of the
billions of dollars, there is precious little to show for it,
"extremely early detection of cancerous cells"
notwithstanding. None of the cures that we have long
been promised have materialized. This is because
animals are so biologically different from humans that
results obtained from them cannot be applied to us. 90%
of drugs that pass animal tests fail in initial clinical
(human) trials.
Animal research is wasteful, inefficient, cruel and
inhumane.

I'll bet you know very little about rodents. People who
keep mice and rats as pets rave about them. Like all
highly developed species of animal they have
personalities, preferences, and quirks. They value their
lives as you value yours. It's unfortunate you can't value
all life and see it as related, rather than imposing a
hierarchical view that inevitably leads to subjugation and
abuse of so-called "inferior" species.

- tpanitz  March 7, 2010 11:12PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Actually...
I know a very great deal about rodents. They are
charming, wonderful, friendly, intelligent,
personable little beasties--at least rats are. Mice
are blessed with quite a bit less in the way of
brains or individual personalities, a bit more like
furry guppies. In any case, no matter how much I
enjoy their company, I still am perfectly happy to
sacrifice any number of non-human animals if it
saves human lives.

I also can tell quite clearly from your first
paragraph that you know little or nothing first-
hand about biomedical research and what results
we have to show from it. You may be sopped to
the gills in PETA propaganda, but when it comes
to " science " those of us who have actually seen
it find it pretty easy to dismiss your frothy opinions.
It's actually kind of amusing for us when we look at
the bullshit they spout--and anyone who knows
first-hand the realities of animal research , the
protections afforded against cruel and inhumane
treatment , and the feelings of the researchers for
the animals they're handling, can just pat you on
the head and shoo you and your silly PETA
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nonsense away. 

Although I know you will never grasp the concept
that for most of us, human lives are more valuable
than any number of non-human lives, I can
certainly say that I've never met a researcher who
takes the lives they're handling lightly or handles
them with a lack of consideration for their comfort
and welfare . One thing you idiots never
apparently allow to cross your mind--when animals
are unhappy, experiencing stress and pain, or any
level of discomfort, it disrupts their normal patterns
of behavior and interferes with research results.
Even something as simple as loud noises outside
the building might cause them stress and disrupt
results; keeping them happy and comfy is in
everybody's best interest. 

We'll never agree on the relative value of human
and non-human lives, but at the very least you
should know that the bullshit you're spouting about
"inhumane treatment" is just that. Bullshit.

- locavore  March 8, 2010 9:50AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

If we're trading links here...
You appear to have special need of this one:
http://www.chetday.com/billings.html 
Please pay particular attention to the sections on pseduoscience and
logical fallacies, and dietary racism . 

I'm curious. When you say "participates in the process of animal
exploitation" who, precisely, are you talking about? Omnivores?
Professional animal slaughterers working for Tyson? Butchers? Organic,
green -pastured wool farmers? Alpaca enthusiasts? Dog breeders?
Canary-keepers? Innuits? Fish tank lovers? Sheep farmers living high up
in the Andes? I, too, would love to see your cite for these statistics. 

I rather enjoy the cheery hypocrisy of your closing quote, which appears to
suggest that killing is okay to show people that killing is wrong . I suppose
you're a big ol' fan of the death penalty , too?

- locavore  March 5, 2010 8:51PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Read chapter 5
Ms. Elliott,

I appreciate the tone of your comments. But I must say that your meta-critique
simply fails. Even if all  religions are man created as you suggest, then humans
who create them still have the right to define what is orthodox in their created
religion and what is not. If nothing else, my book and argument demonstrate
that historic Christianity clearly teaches that humans may eat meat without
violating God's law as Christianity understands it. I would suggest you read the
book or my articles, some are available for free at
http://www.stephenvantassel.com A few are from peer-reviewed publications.
the bottom line is this animal rights notion of justice for all animals with a
justice that parallels humans is simply impossible, of the nature of a square
circle.

- StephenVantassel  February 28, 2010 9:22AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Not the right... But the might
As you say... In your book --- But may I also ask... Is there anything in
"your book" that necessitates the eating of meat ? Or the attendance at
rodeos, circuses, etc.? Or the wearing of furs, leather or wool? 

My understanding is that no one will betray their faith - any faith, Christian
or not... if they refuse to use animals ... Especially not when man most
probably will benefit greatly by not doing so.
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More comments in this thread

- Bea Elliott  February 28, 2010 1:26PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Moral Superiority?
Jesus does not command his disciples to eat meat . So technically,
one is not committing a sin to avoid eating meat . If one is not
"strong enough' in their faith to eat meat then they should not do it.
but that is a different statement then saying that the consumption of
meat is immoral or that avoiding meat is morally superior. To make
such a claim is to suggest that the Lord of Creation who created
everything was immoral to give humanity the joy of using it as he
allowed. 

Just as in marriage , we are free to marry (male and female) or free
not to marry. But neither choice is more moral or righteous than the
other. I somehow don't think you would agree.

- StephenVantassel  February 28, 2010 3:50PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

As I thought...
"Jesus does not command his disciples to eat meat . So
technically, one is not committing a sin to avoid eating meat ."

thank you.

- Bea Elliott  February 28, 2010 4:27PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Be sure to read the rest.
You are welcome. But Christians cannot say that
eating meat is a sin or results in moral imperfection or
not eating meat is morally superior. Just because eating
meat is a sin to you, does not mean it is a sin for Christ
or his followers. Rom 12-14.

- StephenVantassel  March 1, 2010 3:18PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Fine enough...
But just wondering would you ever feel certain
enough to give an essay this title: Why the
Religious Cannot Support Animal Rights

And one other question please... Would you agree
that the original intent of the Garden of Eden, or
more specifically Adam and Eve, was to be
vegetarian ? That up until  the Fall - it's assumed
man lived on a plant based diet ?
Thank you

- Bea Elliott  March 1, 2010 6:20PM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

"strong enough" in your faith to eat meat!!!
I love that logic. Are you strong enough in your faith perhaps
to interpret the bible to arrive at your preferred outcome?

Are you strong enough in your faith to pen a controversial
book in the hope of making some quick dollars?

Are you strong enough in your faith to do the most gruesome
things... in the name of God? (Tricky one about eating meat
... seeing as you agree that it is not a commandment to eat
meat ).

- sean joshua  March 3, 2010 5:04PM
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More comments in this thread

Reply to this  (3)Recommend

Strong enough
I didn't make the argument, Paul did. Rom 14. Perhaps
you haven't read it. 

Gruesome? Jesus killed fish. It is clear you haven't
adequately read up on the Christian faith.

- StephenVantassel  March 3, 2010 6:18PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Jesus killed fish?
Please enlighten us as to where this appears in
scripture.

- mnemon  March 3, 2010 6:43PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

What do you think Jesus would have though of
factory farms?

It doesn't take more than two minute to find sites
that demonstrate the kinds of atrocities animals
endure at the hands of humans for those who are
"strong enough" to eat meat .

Do a search for "meet your meat", see what you
think. Go in with not just an open mind, but an
open heart (instead of trying to find fault with the
producer of the footage or some other device for
avoiding responsibility).

I'm feeling Jesus, and he aint happy, I tell you that
much.

- sean joshua  March 3, 2010 7:45PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

A Cloak of Academic Jargon concealing manipulative dishonest
Logic
Words like "meta-critique" and the condescension of "I appreciate the tone
of your comments" does nothing to buttress your argument.

Let's go back to Adam and Even having a chat with a talking serpent.

You say of Adam and Eve: 

"In short, they failed to express dominion over the serpent... because "...
"they failed to eject, or dare I say kill the Serpent, for its blasphemy."

A non-sequitur, you might say. I would say bull***t.

Why? Because you conveniently for your argument do not mention that
they might have just, say, ignored the talking snake?

Could not a more enlightened form of "dominion" be, setting an example?

Given this serpent was a talking one, could they not have exercised their
dominion by persuading the snake with words that the Garden of Eden is a
good gig, and that to be thankful to the Almighty we all need to pitch
together to stick to the rules.

Dr PhD, it's an obvious argument to make, and the fact that you omitted it
wreaks of intellectual dishonesty.

It sounds to me like you might just have a very bright serpent whispering
things in your head entangling the intent of the word of Jesus into
something that gives you licence to behave well beyond the Compassion
which Jesus preached.
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The literalism by the way, on which you rely to support your arguments it
has been mentioned in other replies is selective. There are many rules in
the bible that are appalling and not observed today, outright illegal , and
that no compassionate person, Christian or not, would countenance for a
moment. (I remember reading a list of these, some quite hilarious).
Dominion is something a discerning Christian should do and should err on
the Compassionate side.

"Pssst pssst"... there goes that serpent speaking again.

- sean joshua  March 3, 2010 5:19PM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

Not a logical argument
Your argument rests on the implicit assumption that humans and other living
beings are equivalent; that killing a cow is the same as killing a human.
Unfortunately, this is exactly the point that needs to be argued. Taken to its
logical extreme, it should be considered morally wrong to commit violence
against any living thing. I think you would agree that humans need to eat, and
that, apart from salt, everything we can eat lives. So we have to kill some things.
Which ones? Why those and not others? Ultimately you have to draw an
arbitrary line, one that cannot be derived from scripture.

- Charles Ames  March 3, 2010 4:12PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Beings possess consciousness...
I would say that it's morally wrong to take the life of any BEING who is
aware. To do so is to steal them from the earth; To steal them from LIFE.
And life is "the way". 

Everything we can eat does possess life, but not consciousness.

- Bea Elliott  March 4, 2010 7:24AM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

Bea... people know this already...
...what we see is just a lot of selfishness of people trying to
rationalise their schiozphrenic attitudes to animals .

On the one hand , we (by "we" i mean our culture) grant some
limited protection of animals from cruelty.

However, once we do that, we have acknowledged that animals
suffer AND that we innately give a damn about it.

But it tastes so good, yum. Is it something to do with having two
brain lobes that enables us to conjure such fantastic rationalisations
for the nasty things we are capable of systematically doing to others,
yet feel good about ourselves?

- sean joshua  March 4, 2010 8:07AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

I eat too...
And I enjoy my vegan meals immensely! My plant based food
is just as yummy (if not more so) than what I ate as an
omnivore... There is no sacrifice of taste or nutrition !

And your point is that we (as a culture) are suffering moral
dissonance... Pet the kitty - Eat the chicken. I say we have a
responsibility as the "rational species" to align our values with
our deeds. If not, the course we take will inevitably "justify" all
sorts of abominations to our own species as well. 

Shouldn't man strive for consistent ethics - Not "convenient"
ones?

- Bea Elliott  March 4, 2010 8:53AM
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Reply to this  (1)Recommend

And you know this... how?
So its OK to take life -- that is, kill, murder -- just not to take
consciousness? Can I kill snakes? Spray for termites? And how,
exactly, do you know that lettuce doesn't have consciousness? Or,
more to the point, where do you find such distinction in scripture?

You are still making a declaration of faith cloaked as a rational
argument. Why bother? Why not say "This is what I believe,
reasonable or not?"

- Charles Ames  March 4, 2010 9:50AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Why bother?
Surely you're not saying that there is no difference between
lettuce and a lamb? I know where the distinction is in science
:
Animal Vegetable Mineral. Another way to distinquish is that a
lamb, fawn, cow, dog, etc. all have mobility. They can navigate
their limbs, fins, feet, etc. to get where they want to go...
Plants are relatively stationary. They can't run from harm... And
if you're still uncertain of the difference - Figure this: If you
invite me to your home, you have no problem if I walk on your
grass, or pick a posey... Would you allow me to cut off your
dog's ear, or cat's tail? Of course not! See! You do know the
difference too! :)

As far as saying this is what I believe... even though it's not
rational? Generally people don't wish to do this because we
value our intelligence. We like that we can reason through with
logic to find truth. After all, we weren't given claws, sharp teeth
or incredible speed to aid us in survival... All we really have is
our minds... Shouldn't we use them?

- Bea Elliott  March 4, 2010 5:11PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

So where exactly is the line?
I think we can agree that a lettuce is different from a
lamb, just as we should be able to agree that a lamb is
different from a human. However, you argue that there is
no moral difference between killing a lamb and killing a
human.

So, by your own words, it is morally OK to kill some
things but not OK to kill others. I ask you again: how are
we to determine which is which? At first you seemed to
be saying that the line should be drawn between those
things that have consciousness and those that don't.
Now you seem to be saying that we can kill things that
don't move, like grass, but not things that can, like
kittens. Surely you're not saying that there is no
difference between consciousness and the ability to
move?

Our minds are capable of many, many things, including
both reasoning and rationalization. Reason quite often
fails to uphold what we believe... which is why
rationalization is so useful, so common, and so nicely
illustrated by your responses in this thread.

- Charles Ames  March 4, 2010 8:57PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Rationalization is useful in avoidance
My belief is that if one can ever justify taking a life
it must be for a very, very good - cause. Meaning
to have no other choice but to do so... If another
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More comments in this thread

life harms or threatens us and all other measures
have been utilized to negate the harm --- Without
success; Then there is no alternative. I am not one
to say that "sacrifice" is a duty to preserve the lives
of others.

So by all means if a raging lion or growling bear is
on your heels... Killing these animals for your own
survival is a good cause. But one can hardly say
the same for deliberately going into the woods with
scents, bait and bullets ... 

There is no moral difference between killing a
human and killing a lamb because neither is
necessary. And because both human and lamb
value their lives equally. 

I have found that all "rationalizations" attempt to
avoid futher reasoning. Most of the time, it's the
sign of a lazy thought process - And our minds
might be capable of rationalizing... But I wouldn't
recommend it for those who wish to be taken
seriously. Nor do I condone it when the cost of
doing such results in the taking of innocent life.

- Bea Elliott  March 5, 2010 12:39AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

It's not about not killing, it's about not causing
needless suffering
The line between plants and animals , including
humans, is not arbitrary. All vertebrate animals
have nervous systems and brains and are thus
able to experience fear, pain and suffering. Plants
are not able to experience fear, pain and suffering
in any significant way. Choosing to eat plants
instead of animals means choosing to reduce the
amount of needless suffering we inflict on others. 

But even if you really think there is no moral
distinction between plants and animals, you would
still kill fewer plants by being vegan than by eating
animals . Choosing to eat plants directly instead
of filtering then through animals (which converts
most of the plant matter into waste and only a
small fraction into edible matter) means choosing
to kill less plants.

- AllenSaysThink  March 5, 2010 8:53AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Christianity should be progressive
Bea, you are so right..I really liked your statement that "the way of progress
always should point in the direction of justice and nonviolence to All who would
benefit."

Key to true Christianity is "progress." Too many Christians just go pull
something out of the Biblical hat, giving to attention to time and place of that
scripture, of its historical perspective.

For ex, the last book of the Old Testament is Malachi, and the first book of the
New Testament is Matthew...between the writing of Malachi and Matthew (and
the arrival of Jesus) 400 years had passed...400 years!!! 

Jesus said that, "A NEW COMMANDMENT I give to you, that you love one
another; as I have loved you, that you also love one another." John 13:34

Before Jesus came, the people under the old Mosaic Law, or laws of
Moses...and the Mosaic Law was, put simply, a whole mess of stuff to keep up
with...strict, rigid..I mean, under this law , for ex, women having their menstrual
cycle were considered unclean..all kinds of sacrifices were required---poor little
lambs and calves were getting their throats cut left and right...

But Jesus came and basically said,"Whoa!! Get back! Come on folks, deep
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breaths, lighten up!!! You ain't gotta do all this stuff and a lot of it is wrong
anyway. Look, the key is LOVE and COMPASSION. That's it!!" 

Refer to Ephesians 2:14,15: "For He is our peace, who has made both one
[Mosaic & his New Commandmt], and has broken down the middle wall of
separation, having abolished in His flesh the enmity, that is, the law of
commandments contained in ordinances [Mosaic Law], so as to create in
Himself one new man from the two, thus making peace..that He might reconcile
them both to God...And He came and preached peace.."

But then, the big shots in the church didn't like his ideas of love and
peace...they held too much power over the people..so they demanded Jesus'
execution ...the Roman governor didn't want to kill him, but the "good church
folk" demanded that this radical who preached love and peace (how dare he!) be
put to death . So the governor thinks, "hmmm, well kinda hate to, but will I
maintain my own power with this one simple man of love...or with the church big
folks?" He then agreed and ordered Jesus' executed.

So today, the question looms mightily for people who claim to be Christians: Will
you follow the progressive view of Jesus, seeking love, peace, and compassion
in all that you do...or will you choose the side of the big shots who would take
from the Old Testament any scripture they could find that would support their
evil?

Personally, I choose Jesus and compassion...and progression. If Jesus were
here on earth a man today, he'd be horridly disgusted at what's condoned by
"Christianity." I'm sure he's rather side with loving atheists that with a bunch of
hee-haw "Christians."

Keeping in mind Jesus' progressive stance when he was here on earth, can we,
if we claim to follow his teachings, not recognize that a bunch of stuff has
changed in the last 2,000 years? I mean, Jesus was an intelligent and forthright
man, and he taught against the evil of his day on earth...if He were here today,
he'd still teach against evil, but against the evil we have today, here and now.

I guarantee you that if He were here today, He would be "in-your-face" against
the wholesale butchery and torture of innocent creatures for our "lust of the
flesh."

"Lusts of the flesh"-- too many "Christians" think that just all about sex ..they're
obsessed with sex, guilt and sex, and worrying about what everybody else is
doing with their sex organs and with whom....they get all guilt ridden if they get
off a few great orgasms, yet at the same time, they give no second thought to
eating the dead body of an innocent creature who had wanted to live.

There's much more to "lusts of the flesh" than sexual activity, a natural function.
"Lust" may be defined in terms of the sexual, but it may also be defined as any
strong, craving, desire, pleasure, delight. 

"Flesh" is defined not just as muscular and fatty tissues of the body, but "as
distinguished from the spirit or soul;
the physical or animal nature of humankind as distinguished from its moral or
spiritual nature."

Meat-eating humans have a "lust," a blood lust actually, for the taste of animal
flesh and blood...they have a craving for that flesh and blood, and they allow
that "lust of the flesh" to override their moral and spiritual nature. Rather than
attending to and nurturing the moral and spiritual, the eternal, they allow their
taste buds, their physical body, their soon to be dead physical body, to rule
them.

Jesus condemned "lusts of the flesh," and so do I...but I'll tell you one thing, I'd
be part of an all night sex orgy before I'd cut the throat of anothing living
creature, human or non-human. 

- Rachel Lee Allen  March 8, 2010 2:38AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Ah yes!
You know, when I was a teen I made a stab at reading "The Golden
Bough" by Sir James George Frazer, I thought then how absurd it was that
certain tribes and races thought of menstruating women as "unclean"... Or
being held by the Devil himself... I also read of the sacrifices of
nonhumans. I NEVER connect the two before reading your post!!! Thanks
for bringing out this strange contradicition... Many more things now make
sense to me. As does the "lust" for flesh. 

"I guarantee you that if He were here today, He would be "in-your-face"
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against the wholesale butchery and torture of innocent creatures for our
"lust of the flesh."

Excellent point as well! No. I do NOT intend to follow the "big shots" - at
all! :)

- Bea Elliott  March 8, 2010 8:35AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Animalrights
I feel religion is too often intentionally misinterpreted to justify the abuse and murder
of innocent animals . This religious indifference to the suffering of animals is sinful.
As stated by another reader God would not create life that feels pain, fear, terror,
happiness as we do, just to cause suffering to that life, and kill it for whatever
(unjusitfiable reason) we may have. 
Christ is love, slaughtering innocent animals is cruel. This minister who wrote this
book and goes out literally killing animals and writing bout it seems to be the minister
for the DEVIL SATAN himself!!!!!!!!

- giagia50  February 27, 2010 10:18AM

Reply to this  (3)Recommend

Religion used yet again as an excuse
to harm others less powerful than we, for our personal gain.

As Bea said, the Bible tells us to do many other things that we currently find immoral
and abhorrent, including killing and abusing people of other ethnicities, women and
children . We should not pick and choose which instructions to follow, as a matter of
convenience.

There is absolutely no need in modern society to harm other sentient beings for food
, clothing, cosmetics, entertainment , etc., so the obvious moral choice is to avoid
doing so.

For another religious perspective on how we should treat animals , please read
religious conservative Matthew Scully's book "Dominion: the Power of Man, the
Suffering of Animals, and the Call to Mercy."

- AndrewJ  February 27, 2010 11:31AM

Reply to this  (4)Recommend

Have you read it for yourself?
The Bible does have capital punishment for some crimes. And there was the
time where some nations were so wicked that God ordered the Israelites to
destroy them. However, before they did He 'held court,' so to speak, to
enumerate the specific crimes they committed to make them worthy of such
serious judgment. What is amazing to me is how many times in the law God
warns the Israelites not to harm or mistreat the aliens, widows, or fatherless. God
repeatedly, in the law and the prophets, as well as the New Testament,
expresses His concern for those who are most vulnerable. You could check it out
for yourself.

- seektruth  March 3, 2010 2:57PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

...so you agree with Andrew J then.
He just said the bible tells us to do abhorrent things... and you are citing
the capital punishment example.

- sean joshua  March 4, 2010 8:15AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Agree?
No, I understand that people perceive the Bible as saying things that
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they find abhorrent. Usually they have a problem with it because they
have listened to the slander of those who don't want to believe the
Bible and they carry in prejudice if they do read it. There are crimes
which are so abhorrent that death  is an appropriate punishment .
The astounding thing is that God is willing and able to reconcile us
rebels to Himself if we will stop fighting against Him. He is LIFE;
being in rebellion against Him brings death. Christ paid the
punishment we should have paid, so we can have life in Him -
unless one prefers the idea of taking the punishment for their own
sins themselves. I know how evil my sins are. I don't want what I
deserve; I'll take God's redemption plan. :-)

- seektruth  March 4, 2010 9:03AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Nice work... with a little nod to Colbert...
...you are doing with Vantassel's version of Christianity what
Stephen Colbert does to neo- conservatism .

The last two sentences are a brilliant mockery of the abdication
of responsibility that this type of Christianity offers.

whispering to you: (psst... See you at the next animal rights
meeting ) Wink and touching my nose.

- sean joshua  March 4, 2010 9:54AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Why Christians Cannot Support Animal Rights
The author writes from the perspective of what the Bible states. I agree with the
author.The TRUE agenda of the animal rights cult movement is not about protecting
animal life, but about gaining control over humans. The propaganda put out by the
animal rights organizations is geared towards eliciting compassion for animals from
individuals. The focus of the animal rights is the emotional response of individuals, so
that they will support whatever ideas, laws or regulations are put forward. Being
compassionate, people will support the animal rights folks, not realizing that by this
support, they are NOT helping animals at all, but instead are donating dollars that
provide the funds for further campaigns to put in place laws and regulations which
restrict, control or prohibit various animal uses or interactions by humans...including
pets , not just anti- meat laws. 

Historically the human race has been involved with animals, ever since we a) came
out of the garden of Eden, or b) came down from the trees and walked
upright...humans living in caves had their dogs for help in hunting and protection from
predators. Humans that were hunter/gathers used dogs and hawks to help obtain food
. Humans in agricultural settings used horses to carry loads and pull plows, used cattle
to provide milk and meat, used chickens and other poultry for eggs and food. 

Today dogs are used as service animals for the blind, for diabetics, for people with
seizures, for finding humans in the rubble of buildings, and so on. During WWII racing
pigeons were used to carry messages from the front lines to the command posts and
thus saved many lives. Children and the elderly gain great benefit from interacting with
dogs, cats and birds . And, of course, agricultural animals are used for food and fiber.

All these uses would be eliminated if the animal rights had their way. It is a shame that
some Christians actually support the animal rights agenda, because they likely do so
without fully understanding WHERE that agenda originated and WHY it is being
promoted. Folks might benefit from reading the material at
www.exposeanimalrights.com These AR organizations are not what they appear to
be...such as the hypocritical PETA  and HSUS where funds are collected on the basis
of indicating they will be used FOR animals. Less than 1 percent of the funds donated
to HSUS go for animal welfare . Check it out.

- BirdLover  February 27, 2010 1:11PM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

Historically...
the human race has been involved in the enslavement, torture , murder , and
rape of other humans since we "a) came out of the garden of Eden, or b) came
down from the trees and walked upright." Applying consistent logic "BirdLover",
these human-on-human actions are AS justifiable as our exploitation of
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nonhuman animals . But that doesn't seem right, does it? So there must be
another reason why we can continue to do what we do to these other animals.

- Alex M  February 27, 2010 1:19PM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

genesis 2:15
Genesis 2:15
And the LORD God took the man, and put him into the garden of Eden to
dress it and to keep it.

if you belief in god you must take care of the world not only the plants but
also the animals . we may use animals for food tools or as pets , but we
may not exploit the animals. self-govening has not workt, so there is no
other way than to make some laws . sorry 

- jelle  February 27, 2010 1:39PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Why can we "use" animals?
If you belief in other gods, say, the Jains for example, we may NOT
use animals . Indeed, by your own definition, the "uses" you cite
clearly fall into the category "exploitation". The two concepts are
definitionally and actually indistinguishable.

- Alex M  February 27, 2010 5:38PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

bad karma
jainism has the concept of Reincarnation. Human today
bacterium tomorrow. Its bad karma to eat your parents. 

But seriously the post was “Why Christians Cannot Support
Animal Rights” so I limited myself to the faith given in this post.

Secondly English is a second language for my and maybe
something got lost in translation. So to clarify with “use” I
meant a symbiosis relationship. 

Domestication started as a symbiosis relationship. Cows got
protection against predators and dog had a better chance of
eating working with humans than competing against them.
Now x hundreds/thousands years later these relationships
have changed, in some cases we are in a parasitic
relationship. These relationships I called “exploitation” for
example Jainism eat dairy products they feed the cow and in
return the get milk. This also applies to pets we feed them
they gives “love” a symbiosis relationship. Now lab monkeys
get cancer and die a painful death this is an example of a
parasitic relationship or exploitation. These parasitic
relationships should by outlaw. I hope I clarified myself better

- jelle  February 28, 2010 8:05AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

But your appeal to the "past"...
doesn't suffice as a justification for what we do TODAY.
You need a reason independent of "we've done this
forever" because that runs into the same problem that
"BirdLover" had with the appeal to "historically" we've
done X, Y, and Z. The only conclusion one can derive
from this premise is: So what? How do you justify
continuing to do it today? 

Furthermore, your use of "symbiosis" is clearly one-
sided. "Domestication" is a euphemism for "exploitation",
and in this symbiotic relationship one of the partners to
this "sacred contract" of yours is harmed and killed
totally unnecessarily because, according to the American
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More comments in this thread

Dietetic Association (ADA), we don't need to consume
animal products live healthily. 

Let's extend your own premise to see how comfortable
you are with the conclusion. There are millions of
HUMAN animals that are starving, dying of disease,
predation, etc. every year. Wouldn't it be justified,
therefore, to "allow" them to enter into a "symbiotic"
relationship with the West, say, which would afford them
protection and food on our end, and on theirs, they
provide work for us, perhaps in some cases biomedical
subjects for experiments, etc.?

If you say no, then you need to justify the distinction you
are making.

- Alex M  February 28, 2010 8:24AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

yes
I was worried when I read your comment how
must I respond to this. Until  you write “the west”
because we are doing exactly what you’re
describing with the 3de world. The system of
economic slavery already exist all our lives. We
may not protect them, but we are feeding them
well we robbing them blind. We steal their
resources and in return they are allowed making
cheap clothing for us. This is not what I call
symbiotic relationship. This is a pure parasitic
relationship. Do you buy only local or faire trade
products if you don`t then you’re as comfortable
with this premise as I am. Even more so because
you didn`t even realist that you were doing it. 

Secondly: The cow as a subspecies would die out
in European / North America if we would not breed
them or protect what’s left of their natural habitat.
This also goes for must subspecies of
domesticated animals . They are link to us if you
like it or not. If a symbiotic relationship breaks up
one species always die and in some cases both
species die. You would rather have that this
species go extinct? 

Finally if we had not started breeding the Bovinae
species, we definitely would have still haunting
them. Like all primate we are omnivores after al.
do you think the Indians would have stop hunting
bison if the white men hadn`t crusted them.

- jelle  February 28, 2010 11:13AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

But your appeal to the past
Alex M stated that the American Dietetic
Association (ADA) stated we do not need to
consume animal products to live healthily. I have
to question this when SO MANY of my friends who
are vegans or vegetarians end up anemic...with a
requirement for vitamin B12. And, on top of that
we have the studies of babies in the EU where
they are being born with serious problems from
vegan mothers , due to the lack of certain
nutrients that would have been provided if the
mothers consumed meat . Something is missing
here...and it is a balanced diet . Personally, I am
not promoting the eating of meat, but I DO believe
that individuals should have that choice. That is
how we were "designed" by our creator. We are
omnivores, not vegans. Human babies and
children do not grow in healthy ways unless they
have ALL the nutrients they need, and some of
those nutrients are not available in a vegan diet.
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More comments in this thread

It is one thing for an adult to chose to live on a
vegan diet, but it is another to force a baby or
young child to live this way. To show just how far
some people go, there have been reported at least
two cases where mothers fed their babies coconut
milk, ground up straw and a concoction of other
ingredients which ultimately led to the death of
one baby and to the other failing to grow correctly.
These parents were brought up on charges of
abuse because of what they did to their babies. 

If you want to be a vegan, or vegetarian , go
ahead. But please do not try to force your ideology
and beliefs on the rest of us. That includes the
mistaken idea that a vegan lifestyle will save
forests and fields, the scientific community has
determined otherwise.

- BirdLover  February 28, 2010 11:49AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Historically....
Alex, are you equating torture , murder and rape of humans with working
with animals , with having pets , with raising poultry, and with having a
seeing-eye dog? Looks like it to me. I did not mention anything about
torture. You did. This is a method used by the animal rights folks....to
provide negative emotional content to an activity that is positive. 

I suppose you think a child playing with their dog is torturing it? What
about the epileptics who have a service dog that alerts them to an
oncoming seizure? Is that also abuse ? According to the animal rights
folks it is. Sorry, but the majority of people who LOVE animals and work
with them do not abuse them! When I am told by an animal rights person
that they have NO INTEREST in the conservation of species because it
doesn't matter, then that tells me just about all I need to know...they don't
REALLY care about animals, just about their agenda.

- BirdLover  February 27, 2010 2:12PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

animals exist for their own reasons
BirdLover, looking at your message, it's easy to see that your view
of animals is that they exist solely for human use, pleasure and
entertainment . You object to animal rights because you fear that
there will be laws which will prohibit your use of animals for your
own benefit. It is this mentality which fuels the backlash against
animal protection agencies such as the HSUS. Animal exploiters
who profit from their use of animals are particularly threatened as
emerging public sentiment surrounding animal rights threatens their
bottom lines. I suspect from your message that you are reading sites
developed by the Center for Consumer Freedom - a front group for
industry profiteers hired to try and sway public opinion. I hope you
might do some critical thinking on this issue before buying into these
propaganda campaigns any further. 

In any event, viewing animals as mere resources for human use is
selfish and therefore should be considered unChristian. I was taught
that Christian values centered around showing mercy, living
selflessly, protecting the weak, not causing harm or suffering, and of
course, not killing. Are Christians demonstrating those values when
they go to the Circus and stuff their faces with hot dogs ? Or when
they buy a fur coat or choose a hamburger instead of a veggie
burger? or when they go hunting or fishing for SPORT, or buy a
dog from a pet store (puppymill)? These are questions we need to
ask ourselves. 

I understand the urge to say, "well, let's just treat the animals better"
but when you study these industries, you will quickly find that so long
as animals are under human control and profits are involved, the
animals will ALWAYS suffer. 

If you think there is a humane way to farm animals, for example,
please educate yourself: www.humanemyth.org 
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Christians like the author of this essay need to look beyond their
own selfish desires and give thought to the words of Alice Walker
who wrote: "Animals exist for their own reasons. They were not
made for humans any more than black people were made for
whites , or women created for men." Which reminds me...the Bible
also condones slavery....should we have not abolished that peculiar
institution?
Hmmm.

Bea and Andrew said it best and it bears repeating, "the Bible tells
us to do many other things that we currently find immoral and
abhorrent, including killing and abusing people of other ethnicities,
women and children . We should not pick and choose which
instructions to follow, as a matter of convenience."

- jtyler  February 27, 2010 2:59PM

Reply to this  (4)Recommend

Animals exit for their own reasons...and??
JTyler you attribute to me an agenda that is not mine. 
I have spent a lifetime respecting animals , both domestic and
wild, from spiders to hawks, from cows to kangaroos, and
putting my time and money into conservation projects and
university research re critters. That said, I know that unless
humans have identified some type of use or interest in
animals, they will have no concern for their demise or
extinction. 

Whether that interest is in bird watching or whale watching, or
keeping a pet cat or dog or bird or fish, or raising poultry or
pigs for food , or using mice and rats for research, while doing
this from the perspective of serious animal welfare . Humans
MUST have a reason to care about the future for wildlife AND
domestic breeds or they will cease to exist.

It is interesting that those who want to eliminate animals from
the rest of us tend to imagine that we all are into "making
money" or "don't really care about animals" or " abuse
animals" in the way we care for them. Sorry, but those ideas
do not fit the majority of animal owners. 

Instead of attacking our ethics and attitudes, why not stick to
the facts? Why not recognize that while we may have a
difference of opinion, there is no basic reason that the idea of
No Animal Use has more validity than the idea that animal use
is appropriate as long as it is accompanied by appropriate
animal welfare actions. 

If you folks want to really and truly do something positive for
animal welfare, don't reproduce. The greatest threat to all
animal life is not from abuse or from human use of animals.
The greatest threat is from the burgeoning human populations
around the world and in the US. I don't really see much action
being taken to reduce that threat, do you? And for all you folks
who think the animal rights approach is great, how many
kids did you produce? How much did you add to the world
population problem? And don't tell me that feeding soy
products will solve the problem...the Amazon rain forest is
being taken down to create farms for soy....far more so than
for cattle ranching. 

The animal rights agenda is not about animals...it is about
control of human populations. You need to understand that
because in the long run, it will be detrimental for animals too.
See: www.exposeanimalrights.com 

- BirdLover  February 27, 2010 9:18PM
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and...they are not yours to use.
I do not feel I misrepresented your view. You believe
animals exist for human use - do you not? You just think
we ought to "treat them better." Well, that's what many
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apologists for slavery said during the times of abolition.
"Slavery isn't wrong ! We just need to treat them more
humanely." And yes, I am comparing animal use to
human slavery. We are enslaving animals. 

But let's assume you are right and we don't need to stop
exploiting and killing animals , we just need to make
sure they do not suffer "unnecessarily." In what ways are
the following uses of animals "necessary"?
1. Eating corndogs, burgers, chicken wings, pizza,
milkshakes, etc. (Eating animals is the #1 way people
contribute to needless animal suffering, abuse and
death .)
2. training elephants , seals, dolphins , whales , etc to
entertain us
3. breeding dogs for fun & profit
4. racing horses and dogs for fun & profit
5. wearing the hides of slaughtered cows, lambs and
goats
6. decorating our homes with wool rugs and leather
couches
7. experimenting on cats to see if damaging their brains
might make them want to mount rabbits instead of other
cats

and I could go on...and on...and on...

The point is - we use animals everyday in the most
mundane ways...so much so that we hardly give it any
thought. But why? It is not necessary. It is cruel, violent,
selfish, and it simply should not be supported by any
intelligent, thoughtful person - Christian or not.

Now there is one point we agree on and that is that the
human population is out of control. I, for one, greatly
appreciate the intelligent and compassionate decisions
of those who have chosen to not contribute to that
particular problem by not reproducing. 

Similarly, I greatly appreciate the intelligence and
compassion of people who have chosen to put their
selfish desires regarding animal use aside and consider
the broader ethical implications of their actions. 

- jtyler  February 27, 2010 9:53PM
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And...they are not yours to use...OH??
jtyler. I do not believe that animals exist for human
use. You said that. I believe animals exist on the
planet just as humans exit because that is how
nature developed life on the planet. 

Given that, I recognize that YOU and I and all
peoples are USED by the form of society in which
we live. Do you pay taxes ? Do you follow the
rules of the road and of the city and state and
nation? Do you work within the system of this
country or the country in which you live? You are
not a free person...you live within the constructs of
the society. So, is it any different if you have a pet,
or if you eat meat , or if you go to the circus ?

Animal rights ideologues describe any animal
contact as "animal use" and that does not mean
what they have described is WRONG or that the
animal in question, your dog or cat, does not like
the situation! Animal rights is a social movement. It
did not descend from God, nor from the Bible, nor
from anything except the minds of those who have
certain beliefs...such as Peter Singer, who stated
he doesn't even LIKE animals! 
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More comments in this thread

The latter day animal rights cult leaders, Wayne
Pacelle and Ingrid Newkirk (the infamous killer of
many dogs and cats according to her own
statements), are benefiting from this cult ideology
by using human compassion to solicit donations
to their organizations. HSUS spends less than 1
cent from every dollar collected on animals! Check
out their IRS 990s.

It seems to me that many individuals living urban
lives seem to have a need to follow some
ideology: some follow political matters, some are
active in their churches, and some follow the
animal rights cult. If these animal rights followers
really care about animals, I suggest they get busy
and remove feral cats from wildlife, work to reduce
human population growth, and start donating
money to conservation work. Those would be real
ways in which to benefit animals.

- BirdLover  February 28, 2010 12:00PM
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Animal Rights is not about controlling humans
Raising and killing "poultry" or pigs for food is not
necessary! We simply can't justify doing so for the
pleasure of the way their bodies taste! More and more
evidence is showing that animal products are not
optimum for us to consume... There are issues regarding
antibiotics, and damage to the ecosystems because of
animal agriculture. On a nuts and bolts pragmatic view -
We simply cannot sustain this planet if we continue to
consume animals .

You mentioned the vast amounts of soy being grown...
80% of soya is grown to fatten animals... Same as corn -
-- Deforestation isn't occuring because of vegans , I
assure you! The Amazon is a fine example of the West's
driven desire for "beef"... 80% of the forests have been
cleared to provide grazing for cattle:
http://www.mongabay.com/brazil.html #cattle
Furthermore, the amount of protein we get from animals
is not efficient to the amount we must feed them...
Hence humans starve because of this unfair distribution
of resources... One human every 8 seconds... This
certainly is not "Christian". And this doesn't even touch
the complex issue of water rights and shortages... It
takes vast amounts of water to process flesh as
opposed to plant based foods.

My bags of stored beans will far outlast any " meat "
which takes a huge amount of fossil fuels to produce...
Must be transported and displayed in refridgerator units -
To be further frozen at home... Then cooked to a high
enough temperature to make the "food" " safe " to eat.
Can we see the irony here?

You also indicated that population would need to be
addressed... Gosh, if that's not against the teachings of
Western Religion! But anyway, I'm 55 and childfree by
choice... Many of us do make what we consider
responsible decisions, but I don't fault any who have
chosen otherwise... I really do believe there is room for
all... If we all didn't live so "high" on the consumer chain.
It's about distribution... We produce twice as many
calories in the US as our population can consume... Is it
any wonder why there is a problem with obesity ?

And yes, it is about the money ... It's about corporate
growth that depends on us to buy their excess
products... Meat and animal products being one of the
main "excesses".

Would it really matter if domestic cows, pigs or turkeys
went extinct? "God" did not create them... Not hardly.
Most cattle are so large, the bulls cannot mate anyway -
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More comments in this thread

Turkeys too must be artificially inseminated... We've
made genetically mutated breeds of pigs that nature
would never have designed. No... No sadness if these
animals disappeared.

The reason you believe your ethics are being "attacked"
is that "your opinions" are causing unnecessary harm to
the innocent in a variety of ways... As I mentioned - This
gluttonous animal using system not only punishes
nonhumans but man as well. 

Dare I even ask, have you ever considered what it must
be like to work on a kill floor? Most often these are
desperate individuals who are either immigrants or men
with prison records... Yes, inmates are hired out by
correction institutes to work in slaughterhouses... The
turn over rate is astronomical. Depression, suicide ,
alcoholism, drug abuse and violent crime is a given with
the job . Is it right to ask these people to do this kind of
task? What kind of society asks people to snuff the
lives of thousands of innocent creatures a day? We get
what we ask for though, in the current vicious world we
have created...

Animal Rights is not about controlling humans... It is
about recognizing that nonhumans have the right to not
be "property". And IF... And that's a very big IF there is
some kind use of an animal that could ever be "justified",
with mankind's very survival in the balance... I think a
reasonable civilization would attempt to work that out
and replace such a "use" as soon as possible. But as it
is now... 99% of all animal use is simply frivolous at
best... And completely devious in it's worst. We ought to
focus on the 99% and tackle the "1" when the time is
appropriate to do so. I think adopting a vegan diet is the
most genuine effort towards that end. 

- Bea Elliott  February 28, 2010 12:03AM
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Animal Rights is not about controlling humans
While following your logic have you also taken into
consideration that even if ALL tillable land was
cleared to live in this vegan utopia, it would only
sustain 1/3 of the human population of the world.
2/3 of humanity would have to die along with all of
the other species from whom we took their habitat
to grow our food ? What would we do for
clothing? Our clothing comes from 2 sources,
natural fibers like cotton, wool, leather, silk, etc. or
man made fibers derived from oil waste. What
would the deforestation do to our atmosphere
without the trees and plants that derive
sustainability from our carbon dioxide emissions
while emitting the oxyen we need to breathe? All
of these things are designed to work together to
sustain the life of all. All animals , humans
included, are part of the food chain and circle of
life. Maybe that's why we are given the higher
mental capacity to have people capable of
preserving different species from extinction as well
as having both those who eat meat and those who
choose not to as equally functional entities in the
preservation of ALL life. It would be a peaceful co-
existence if one entity did not also choose to tout
their way as the only way. Both ways are needed
for ecological balance.

- forfairplay  February 28, 2010 9:42AM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend
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It was your justification...
I was responding to "BirdLover." You asserted that we have been
"historically" using animals .... and therefore, continuing to do so is
justified. I logically extended your own argument to see if YOU
accept the conclusion. You don't.

- Alex M  February 27, 2010 5:36PM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

Animal rights is anti environment
Alex,

If I understand you correctly, it is clear you don't understand the role of
wildlife damage management in the protection of endangered species. I
will give a few species where we need to kill more in order to protect
endangered species or habitat. Burmese pythons in the everglades, brown
tree snake in guam and possibly in the Hawaiian islands. 

- StephenVantassel  February 28, 2010 9:26AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

On "wildlife management"
Your argument elides the significance of human action and its
significance on endangered (and all) species of nonhuman animals .
Therefore, you are reasoning AFTER the fact; that is, after WE have
created situations that require OUR intervention. The fact itself, in
other words, is ethically significant and requires a defense. I might
argue, then, that " human rights ," of the type you are suggesting
here, is what is actually "anti environment ."

This initial fallacy Stephen, leads to the curious conclusion that it is
ethically justifiable, indeed, valorous, to kill, etc. one group of
animals for the purpose of protecting another group of animals. It is
strangely circular: WE cause X; and then OUR actions to curb the
damage of X are morally praiseworthy. 

- Alex M  February 28, 2010 9:47AM

Reply to this  (3)Recommend

On Wildlife Management
Let's get to the reality of wildlife management. We have to deal
with what is...your point, Alex, is not a real point, because it
uses the "if we didn't do x, then we wouldn't need to do y".
This does not deal with reality. Reality is that there are cases
where unplanned and inadvertent introduction of critters has
occurred...such as the release of invasive marine animals in
ballast water from ships, or the introduction of problematic
parasites in vehicles, on clothing, etc. In order to meet your
standards of how to manage wildlife, humans would not have
existed.

Now, lets look at the feral cats...domestic cats that have gone
wild or been abandoned and are now reproducing in the wild.
These feral cats have delivered leukemia to the Florida
panthers. These feral cats have devastated millions of native
animals, birds , reptiles, including endangered species. These
cats need to be removed from the environment , but because
animal rights folks think EVERY ANIMAL is deserving of life,
they fight like heck to stop all removal of feral cats from the
natural environment, including from specific nature preserves
containing endangered species! This is unscientific and
illogical and promotes the destruction of the balance of nature,
and it is based on ideology...the idea that every animal has the
same value and deserves to live. However, what doesn't make
sense is that this belief does NOT allow native wildlife any
benefits while it preserves the life of the feral cats. Thus, it is
devaluing the life of native species.
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- BirdLover  February 28, 2010 12:14PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

My argument...
was clarificatory in that WE ignore our complicity in the
creation of these problems, and then reason as though
we had morally clean hands. And therefore, whatever we
do in response is the only moral question at hand . It
clearly isn't. 

Now, your argument assumes an either/or scenario that
isn't borne out by the evidence. In Philadelphia, for
example, trap-neuter-release programs have been very
successful at controlling the feral cat population.
Therefore, they don't need to be "removed", which
euphemistically means, killed . 

Why is "native" wildlife inherently more valuable than
other species, thus justifying our intervention on behalf
of the native wildlife? Wouldn't our inaction be the only
truly fair response?

- Alex M  February 28, 2010 12:47PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

I disagree Alex
Alex M said: "Why is "native" wildlife inherently
more valuable than other species, thus justifying
our intervention on behalf of the native wildlife?
Wouldn't our inaction be the only truly fair
response?"
Why are feral cat populations more important than
the 'native species' who were put there for their
survival? Feral cats are there due to the
irresponsible behaviors of some people. Feral
cats, by endangering the native species via killing
and spreading disease, render themselves less
valuable by their actions just as much as the
irresponsible actions that put them there. By your
justification, if an oil spill happens, we should just
leave it and allow it to kill countless water
creatures rather than clean it up and help those
creatures survive. If a forest fire occurs we should
not try to replant the forest so the surviving
animals can repopulate it. We should instead
allow them to die out without interference.
Conservation efforts are in place to keep species
from going extinct due to natural disasters and
encroachment of civilization. That includes
controlling non-native species, however they were
introduced, by whatever means are necessary to
preserve the native species. What purpose does it
serve to neuter or spay a feral cat who carries
disease and release it back to it's non-native
habitat if that disease will harm the native species?
When situations occur due to human negligence,
irresponsibility, or accident, we are obligated to try
to right those situations to the best of our ability.

- forfairplay  February 28, 2010 2:39PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Alex...My argument
Let's get one thing straight. Feral cats are not
native to the US. They are considered invasive
species, just as the Burmese python is an invasive
species. The fact of the matter is that the feral cats
do not belong in the environment where they
predate on our native species. This is not the
nature that God created. In Hawaii the feral cats
and the feral pigs are devastating the island's
natural wildlife and forests. IF someone wants to
manage feral cats, then the reasonable way to do
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so is to remove them from nature and place them
into secure enclosures where they can live out
their lives without destroying native wildlife. This is
safer for the cats. They have regular meals. They
have vet care and they have protection from harm.
Doesn't that make more sense in terms of animal
welfare ?
Isn't that a better solution for these cats, a kinder
more humane solution that provides greater
protection from suffering and pain?

- BirdLover  February 28, 2010 8:01PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

I just love a good conspiracy theory...
You say "The TRUE agenda of the animal rights cult movement is not about
protecting animal life, but about gaining control over humans".

Not just "animal rights" movement I notice, but "cult".

Could it be, there are lots of people who just have... what's that word I'm looking
for? Feelings! ... feelings for animals .

But okay, you've got me. And the rest of us "animal rights cult people".

At our last secret meeting , while scoffing down Big Macs, we planned our
invasion of Poland, Czechoslovakia and then France.

And how we laughed about how we actually hate animals and can't wait for the
day when we rule the world and can kick cats openly again.

But I guess the gig is up. You got us. We're so busted!

- sean joshua  March 4, 2010 8:25AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

royalmax-
Yea! someone finally got it. I am a Christian. I love animals and have had
numerous animals in my lifetime. Horses, dogs , cats, birds , and cows are on
the list. God intended for us to respect the animals and gave us dominion over
them but that is not his intention that we abuse them. We are the caretakers of
them. It is ok. to eat meat . In the Bible it tells of the 3 men captured by King
Nebukenezzer (maybe misspelled) that chose not to eat meat but a vegetarian
diet . Daniel was one. There are cases where it was questioned about eating
meat sacrificed to false Gods. Some Christians or beliervers in those days
chose not to eat that also. Anyway, Animals are good and the animal rights
activist are not for the promotion of animals but to restrict their availability. If you
raise cows for meat, what purpose does a cow serve if you do not sell the meat
or milk.? The animal right activits are in favor of mandatory spay /neuter of dogs
and cats for now, but where will you get your next pet or service dog if they pass
this legislation? It has swept across the USA big time this past year 2009.
Various groups of people concerned about animals such as NRA, Dog Clubs,
etc. have fought back but it will again rear its ugly head America. They want the
government to take the right of animal ownership away; If you don't believe me
contact the American Kennel Club and check it out. AKC.org will work .

- royalmax  March 4, 2010 9:10AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Animal Rights is not a "cult"...
BirdLover - Animal Rights ideology is not a "cult"... That at the onset I could say, is
your appeal to "emotionalism"... And scare tactics.

If you don't think that there is "propaganda" aimed at continually convincing humans
that using, wearing and eating animals is the correct thing to do - Watch 5 minutes of
commercial time on t.v., observe the billboards, read the ads in the paper - Everything
is centered around the message that animals are commodities. This is a time worn
indoctrination: Keep society in a state of mutual agreement, and ravenous
consumption of "animal products"... Lest anyone question the issues. I am always
reminded of the naked Emperor when someone wants to cry foul, that we are looking
too closely at what people don't want to see.

Yes, we all know about the "historical" use of animals... But simply that we've done so
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doesn't mean we "need" to continue. We don't live in caves any more. The " hunting
and gathering" most of us do is in a climate controlled grocery store with thousands of
plant based options to choose from. An ox drawn plow is now a rusty, retired relic. We
can liberate the pigeons as well... Our computers make it so. The same goes for
everything I'm wearing... Not a stitch has come from "animals as fiber". So, please, let
us move past what we once used animals for, to what we are currently doing to them
now; All in the name of economic gain.

We are not discussing hsus or peta here... Perhaps you have an agenda with these
organizations. I do too, but for different reasons. But as far as groups such as these
that wish to eliminate the breeding of " pets " I am in total agreement of their position.
I don't know BirdLover... What do you feel about making "designer" dogs while
millions of "mutts" are killed for lack of homes? Or because the "pure breed" model
was inferior to "standards"? How ethical is that? Do you really think any God would
approve of this?

And on the elimination of "pets"... There are many who think that man might eventually
have a kind of "guardian" status with animals, who for one reason or another couldn't
survive in the wild... In any case, no one should let this fear of "pet prohibition "
"someday", be an excuse to eat, use, breed and confine animals in the now. This is so
far into the future it really is a non sequitur.

No one here is implying that a child  playing with a dog is " torture "... In fact, most
animal rights activists I know, have a house full of lovingly cared for, rescues and
refugees made as a result of the "puppy and cat industries". 

People who advocate using animals, like to say how much we've benefited from
them... As if we are at the apex of all things possible... I always have to wonder how
much further we might be, had we just left the creatures alone, and not used their
backs, blood and flesh for our ends. There really is no telling how far science and
technology might have progressed without their "sacrifice". 

Finally, you call yourself "BirdLover"... yet use "chickens" and "poultry"
interchangably... Aren't you afraid of being called a hypocrite?

- Bea Elliott  February 27, 2010 6:32PM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

Animal Rights is not a cult...OH..you could have fooled me!
Dear Bea, it seems that you might find the book , The Third Chimpanzee by the
scientist, Jared Diamond, of interest. He makes note of how very important
animals have been for us humans in terms of making it possible for us to leave
those caves, establish agriculture and eventually societies, etc. BECAUSE of
animal use. When you understand the historical background of humans and
animal use, you see that without animals, we would likely STILL be in those
caves! 

Why are dogs and cats being euthanized in shelters? Because the shelters are
not responding to the desperate need of shelters in other parts of the country for
those extra puppies, and also because many of the animals being euthanized
are old, sick or have serious behavior problems (just like our prisons full of
people with serious behavior problems, but we don't generally euthanize
them...just the worst murderers). Shelters in the Northeast have been importing
dogs from foreign countries because they have none to adopt out. Wouldn't it
make sense to send those from over populated shelters to the Northeast?
Seems like it. But, I think it is not done because some people LIKE to euthanize
animals. Ingrid Newkirk for one.

And as far as pedigreed dogs goes, I have a lot of respect for the serious
dedication it takes to work with a dog breeding operation where these dogs are
given better care than some children in the US. Serious professional breeding of
any animal requires knowledge, skill and observation, as well as dedication to
the work and good record keeping, no matter what kind of animal is involved,
whether it is a reptile or a chicken. (By the way, I like chickens and had some for
pets . It is quite appropriate to speak of chickens as poultry, That is accurate.)

Now, do you REALLY understand what the use of the word "guardian" in
regards to pets means? It means the person with the animal doesn't own it. Do
you know what that means? It means ANYONE or ANY AGENCY could take
that animal from the owner, just as a person who is the guardian of a child can
be removed from guardianship. This is a loaded legal word which no self
respecting and intelligent animal owner would find acceptable because it would
remove all control over that animal. That means a beloved and well cared for
pet could be removed from an owner because a nasty neighbor filed a false
complaint to authorities. That happens. The word "guardian" is being promoted
by the animal rights organizations because IF that word is included in local
ordinances or state laws , it gives the animal rights organizations a tool by which
they can remove animals from owners. 
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A rat is a pig is a boy . I don't think so. Nor do I think that humans are the "apex"
of living creatures on the planet. For all I know, there are aliens in outer space
with more knowledge, more compassion and more intelligence than any human
being. 

I think we humans have a LONG way to go before we can compliment ourselves
as to our compassion or our caring about other humans OR about animals,
whether or not we are labeled Christian.

- BirdLover  February 27, 2010 9:36PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

This is why I'm for animal rights
Perhaps... I don't deny that at one time it might have been essential to our
progress to use Others... I'm certain the slave holding Southern States
might feel the same about their economic prosperity once? But all this is
"once"... And still, we don't know entirely for sure --- Had we gone a
different route, might we be better off. I'm not a fortune teller... Nor are you
--- We just don't know the answer to that question.

I really don't wish to get into an Ingrid Newkirk/peta bashing fest... As I
mentioned earlier, I am not affiliated with peta or hsus. That said, I think
the Northeast doesn't have such a serious problem with stray cats/ dogs
for a number of reasons... Those communities years ago did have issues,
but adopted strict spay/neuter laws ... The climate in the south and west
are also more favorable to allow strays to survive on their own... And of
course there is more rural land as well... These all factor in to why some
regions have more domestic animal "overpopulation" than others. But still,
I don't see how any of this relates as to why we shouldn't be making a
profit from breeding more anywhere else in the US.

And about "responsible" dog breeding... Did you happen to watch the
expose' Kennel Club UK BBC Documentary about the horrible health
issues created by pedigree dog breeders?
http://vids.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=vids
.individual&VideoID=61370242#
On a personal observation my next door neighbor used to breed "Wheaton
Terriers"... Somehow out of a litter of 5, four wound up with severe
crippling or other "defects"... They were all killed . She also tried her
"skills" with Chiuauas, a few died because they became "dehydrated" after
a short play time... And didn't cool down quick enough... or some sort of
nonsense - One broke a leg from a fall off the couch. I tell you this person
was by any other standard a responsible and affluent person, an
upstanding member of the community --- Just trying to make some "extra
cash" for a kitchen remodel. Breeding these kinds of fragile mutants is
simply inhumane and should be illegal ! Even if a litter is born "normal" -
It's a burden to the females and complicates their health as well. I just
don't believe it's ethical to make animals , make more animals... for
money . Sorry.

And yes... I'm sure you like chickens --- I have a rescued flock myself...
From an egg factory... But that you like chickens as " pets "... Would I also
be wrong to assume that you also like them as dinner?

I totally understand the "dangers" of guardianship would include the
elimination of animals as "property". People who looked after their
nonhuman companions would not "own" them. I am in totally agreement of
this legal term. That you cite an improbable possibility that some irrate
neighbor would take away your "pet" is absurd. If anything, because there
is someone "responsible" for an animal these incidents of pet
abandonment or pet "seizure" would be much less. The thing is, most
animal users don't vouch for this legal term because it removes the
concept of animals as "objects". Cats and dogs are not tv's or cars -
Treating them as such in the courts is archaic. I really don't believe any "
animal rights " advocate wants to "take away" anyone's pet, if the animal
is being cared for and valued. However... if you "own" and are breeding
100 such "pets" --- That's an entirely different story. 

Most people already consider themselves "guardians" to the animals that
live in their homes... I think making it recognized in courts would benefit
all... except breeders and users of course.

A man, a cat, a chicken, a pig, or a frog all value their lives equally... In
this one respect, we are all the same. None wish to feel pain - none wish
their lives to be stolen from them... And because I believe in extending
that respect to All Others - I make very, very certain that if I need harm or
"use" an Other, that the reason is a damn good one. Circuses, rodeos,
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designer pooches, leather purses, animal tested cosmetics, and a whole
universe full of tasty sausages don't qualify for "good reason" enough. I
think working towards this more just life would greatly improve all of
mankind in the end... this is why I'm for animal rights.

- Bea Elliott  February 28, 2010 1:22AM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

You are absolutely delusional
You have imagined a vegan utopia based on an industrial farming society
where somehow food just magically appears in a grocery store absent any
kind of human intervention. Crops do not grow on a level large enough to
sustain an industrialized human existence in a vacuum. You talk about
how your clothes don't have a single animal fiber, without even batting an
eye over the ultimate irony that cotton is one of the most environmentally
damaging crops there is. Do you have any idea what kind of chemical and
mechanical intervention it takes to protect industrial scale food and fiber
crops from bugs, disease, and animals which would destroy them? And
where the hell do you think all that fertilizer comes from? Either from
rampant destruction of habitat, raping and pillaging the earth for oil stores,
or from... animals.
Plants need animals and animals need plants. In a sustainable
environment , they support each other's continued existence. Even the
smallest scale, most ethical and sustainable organic homestead needs
some kind of intervention. If it's not a happy home dairy cow or free range
chickens scratching around the garden, it's horrifically toxic chemicals . 

You nutcase vegans have absolutely no concept of what it means for a
human to live as a part of a whole "ecosystem". You have convinced
yourself that you are above and aside from the natural function of the
earth. It's like you never even bother to think where that cotton t-shirt
comes from. I guarantee you your industrial crops do far more damage to
the planet, and are the cause of far more deaths than you ever bothered
to imagine. 

It's absolutely repellent to me. You can ignore all the killing that happens
to protect your "vegan" food because you are able to construct an
alternate reality for yourself where food just magically appears in a grocery
store, and soya grows free and wild in a nitrogen-free process, magically
fertilized by frolicking deer and happy baby bunnies that never touch a
bean. Absolutely delusional, as any farmer who has had a couple rooting
wild hogs destroy thirty thousand dollars worth of crops in a single night
can attest. There is plenty of killing that's done on your behalf--you've just
managed to construct an alternate reality for yourself which conveniently
ignores this fact. 

The one thing I can agree with you on is that industrial animal farming is
something we should ALL be fighting against. The system is repellent both
in practice and in ethics . However, this does not change the fact that
plants need either animals or chemicals to survive, and a truly sustainable
system includes both. You nutty vegans who imagine we can exist without
animals are in essence campaigning for the greater use of heavy-handed
and highly toxic chemical intervention on a global scale. I'm sure Monsanto
LOVES you people.

- locavore  March 3, 2010 1:03PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Sorry...
My response should have been addressed to the lunatic above who
apparently believes we can exist and cultivate industrial-scale food crops
without the participation of non-human animals in our society .

- locavore  March 5, 2010 7:23PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

We use animal for more than food
For the more completed list: http://www.rense.com/general6/cow.htm 

PRODUCTS FROM BLOOD 
adhesives 
bone marrow 
bone meal 
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fabric printing and dyeing 
leather-treating agents 
livestock feed 
minerals 
plaster retardant 
plywood adhesive 
diagnostic microbiology 
from colloidal proteins - glue for automobile bodies 
protein source in feeds 
sticking agent 
textile sizing 

PRODUCTS FROM BONES 
bone charcoal 
pencils 
high grade steel 
bone handles 
bone jewelry 
mineral source in feed 
fertilizer 
dried bones 
buttons 
bone china 
glass 
porcelain enamel 
water filters 
whitener in refined sugar 

The list goes on and on and on. The medical uses are really interesting. Betcha
when you went to the hospital you were glad about some of those uses. Check it
out and see how much you have benefited in you life. . 

- Prbrds  March 3, 2010 7:15PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

You can't possibly be serious
You write articulately, if not compellingly, and its easy to assume that you want
to be taken seriously. But then you say something like this:

'I always have to wonder how much further we might be, had we just left the
creatures alone, and not used their backs, blood and flesh for our ends. There
really is no telling how far science and technology might have progressed
without their "sacrifice". '

Clearly you mean something very different by "further" and "progress" that
anything familiar to me. Nevertheless, I hope you will consider this: it was the
rise of agriculture -- powered by domesticated animals -- that first allowed
people to divide into classes, so that while some worked the fields, others had
time to contemplate things like the nature of life and our proper place in the
world. If we had "just left the the creatures alone, and not used their backs" we
would never have crossed that milestone. Perhaps that's your idea of perfection,
but its not mine.

- Charles Ames  March 5, 2010 1:24AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

I meant exactly what I said.
Yes, I totally understand how we got "here". And I totally understand
where "here" is. 

We are running out of fossil fuels, water shortages are soon to be a major
issue, we fatten 60 billion animals yearly while someone dies of
starvation every 10 seconds... We've destroyed 2/3rds of the ocean sea
life and have contaminated great bodies of water with nitrates and other
poisons. There's massive deforestation and we are currently in the 3rd
largest animal extinction phase in history ... And still the economy grows
around war .

I could go on and on - But you get my drift... We ain't "all that". 
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Sure, it could have been worse and we have crawled out of caves... But to
hunch that this represents the apex of what could have been is
disingenuous.

And I'm not saying that there wasn't at some time critical, indisposable
"need" for animal power or " meat ". Such necessities still exist for many.
What I am speculating though, is what would have happened when we
"conqurered the west" - Instead of focusing on animal based agriculture,
we instead cultivated land differently. Would we now be growing and
eating the 93% of edible plant based foods, that none of us in the US has
reasonable access to? Would we have discovered better use of land and
water mass? What could have happened if when urbanization began - We
directed ourselves to a technology that not only would have sustainably
fed the population, but provided energy as well? Of course I'm free to
hypothesize, because this is far from a "perfect" world... And no one can
truly say what might have been had we thought outside the box centuries
prior.

But what I do know now, and most science will agree on, is that our main
use of animals for "meat" will be full of challenges in the future. 

Let's go forward now, as civilizations are capable of doing so, to think
outside the box... Or rather, outside the chicken cage, the gestation crate
and the feedlot. I really do invision a properous, healthy tomorrow - But
say to do so: Let's leave the cow behind - http://tinyurl.com/me56jy 

- Bea Elliott  March 5, 2010 8:30AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Repeated: You are absolutely delusional.
You have imagined a vegan utopia based on an industrial farming
society where somehow food just magically appears in a grocery
store absent any kind of human intervention. Crops do not grow on a
level large enough to sustain an industrialized human existence in a
vacuum. You talk about how your clothes don't have a single animal
fiber, without even batting an eye over the ultimate irony that cotton
is one of the most environmentally damaging crops there is... or that
synthetic fibers and materials are made with the most horrific of
earth-killing chemical processes. Do you have any idea what kind of
chemical and mechanical intervention it takes to protect industrial
scale food and fiber crops from bugs, disease, and animals which
would destroy them? And where the hell do you think all that
fertilizer comes from? Either from rampant destruction of habitat,
raping and pillaging the earth for oil stores, or from... animals.
Plants need animals and animals need plants. In a sustainable
environment , they support each other's continued existence. Even
the smallest scale, most ethical and sustainable organic homestead
needs some kind of intervention. If it's not a happy home dairy cow
or free range chickens scratching around the garden, it's horrifically
toxic chemicals .

You nutcase vegans have absolutely no concept of what it means
for a human to live as a part of a whole "ecosystem". You have
convinced yourself that you are above and aside from the natural
function of the earth. It's like you never even bother to think where
that cotton t-shirt comes from. I guarantee you your industrial crops
do far more damage to the planet, and are the cause of far more
deaths than you ever bothered to imagine.

It's absolutely repellent to me. You can ignore all the killing that
happens to protect your "vegan" food because you are able to
construct an alternate reality for yourself where food just magically
appears in a grocery store, and soya grows free and wild in a
nitrogen-free process, magically fertilized by frolicking deer and
happy baby bunnies that never touch a bean. Absolutely delusional,
as any farmer who has had a couple rooting wild hogs destroy thirty
thousand dollars worth of crops in a single night can attest. There is
plenty of killing that's done on your behalf--you've just managed to
construct an alternate reality for yourself which conveniently ignores
this fact.

The one thing I can agree with you on is that industrial animal
farming is something we should ALL be fighting against. The system
is repellent both in practice and in ethics . However, this does not
change the fact that plants need either animals or chemicals to
survive. You nutty vegans who imagine we can exist without animals
are in essence campaigning for the greater use of heavy-handed
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and highly toxic chemical intervention on a global scale. I'm sure
Monsanto LOVES you people.

By the way: issues with starvation have nothing to do with our
efficiency raising food. We have a global surplus, currently. It has
everything to do with issues of distribution stemming from political
and economic factors. Whether or not humans eat meat , these
factors will still exist.

I'm all for ridding us of industrial animal production, but the truth of
the matter is that the vast majority of humans cannot comfortably
exist on a strict vegan diet long term. Those who make a stab at it
generally all rely on horrifically destructive, industrially-farmed crops
such as soy and corn, and I've never known a vegan yet who didn't
stray from time to time. This suggests to me that their bodies never
stop demanding the nutrition they need. Personally, I think we're all
better off as "locavores". Eat what's raised as naturally as possible
as close to home as possible. The healthiest pre-industrial
indigenous societies were all omnivorous to one extent or another.
Very few were vegetarian and none were vegan. I try to live as
"pre-industrially" as possible--in this way I feel I will have as little
impact on the earth, and can cause as little unnecessary suffering to
non-human life as is possible by our species. Certainly it's less than
anyone who routinely eats a soy product or any industrially-farmed
grain crop. 

- locavore  March 5, 2010 7:51PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

I don't eat soy...
Why is it that nonvegans assume that vegans "routinely" eat
nothing but soy and corn??? I just don't get that! I don't eat soy
-Corn - and corn based products? Once a week or so... It's just
not fair for to assume that vegans LIVE on soy. I don't many
don't.

As a matter of fact 80 - 85% of all soy/corn grown in the US is
done so to fatten animals .

Further, your locavore eating habits may suit you in a rural
area... But really, how do you propose city dwellers to get
nutritious, yet sustainable food ? I suppose you don't like the
idea of urban farms or vertical living walls? Your idea of eating
"what's raised as naturally as possible as close to home as
possible" would be impossible to feed an area (on a meat
based diet ) the size of Rhode Island, let alone the entire US.
And I'm a dreamer???

And no, I don't particularly think cotton is sustainable either ---
But I do support the Industrial Hemp Farming Act, hemp
being one of the most beneficial crops for fiber, fuel and food.

As far as you knowing "unsuccessful" vegans? I can also
name dozens of people I know who have been vegan for 2
and 3 decades... You're point really proves nothing.

Finally you say you try to cause as "little unnecessary suffering
to nonhuman life as is possible"... I believe you and I disagree
entirely on what is "unnecessary suffering and what is
"possible" or not. 

- Bea Elliott  March 5, 2010 11:05PM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

Again with the delusions.
"I suppose you don't like the idea of urban farms or
vertical living walls?" 

I'm sorry, where did I say that? 
Are you so delusional that you honestly imagine
someone called "locavore" and arguing in favor of home-
raised foods would oppose urban farming? I mean, is
this a joke or do you actually believe what's coming out
of your head? 
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"Your idea of eating "what's raised as naturally as
possible as close to home as possible" would be
impossible to feed an area (on a meat based diet )..."

Okay... where did I suggest someone should eat a "meat
based diet"? And what does "meat based diet" mean,
anyway? This is nothing but pure vegan lunacy, the sort
that imagines there is no kind of omnivore except the
"standard American diet" omnivore. I'd elaborate, but I'm
pretty sure you're not actually paying attention. 

"...the size of Rhode Island, let alone the entire US. And
I'm a dreamer???"

I'd ask you for some kind of factual citation, but I won't
hold my breath, and I didn't call you a dreamer, I called
you delusional. 
People in major cities may not be able to raise all their
own foods, but they certainly can reduce the distance
their food travels to their plate. In any case, I don't
presume to draw a connection between a healthy and
environmentally low-impact life, and some kind of moral
imperative for all of my species. That's a primary
difference between us sane folks and you nutcases like
the one above who apparently believes that eating
animal products (or killing animals , for that matter)
makes one a homicidal maniac rape artist. Or
something. 

"Hemp blah blah"

Actually, as much as I'm absolutely in favor of dismissing
anti- hemp (and marijuana for that matter) laws , there
is zero evidence to support the notion that industrial
hemp is some kind of agricultural unicorn. There is
nearly nothing that it does better than anything already
used. Also, it's a real b*tch to process, more so than
wood pulp by far. 
Have you ever taken a moment to ponder the fact that in
all the industrialized countries where hemp is perfectly
legal to grow, there's no industry or market around it of
any serious size? I guarantee you if industrialists could
realize the magical rainbow of profits you describe, they
would be. I'm all for legalizing hemp for industrial
farming, but if you believe everything you're saying,
you're deeper into your fantasy vegan utopia than I
thought. 

"As far as you knowing "unsuccessful" vegans ? I can
also name dozens of people I know who have been
vegan for 2 and 3 decades..."

Whether or not someone has been "vegan for 2 and 3
decades" doesn't say anything about whether or not
they've strayed from time to time when ideology lost out
to cravings--and I'm quite sure they wouldn't tell your
judgmental @ss if they had. A small fraction of people
can survive and maintain reasonable health on a vegan
diet, but like any artificial human diet, it's a vanishingly
small fraction. We are simply not built to function on
artificial diets any more than dogs were built to eat little
bricks of chemically enhanced corn. To put it another
way, we can survive, but we will not, generally, thrive. 

"Finally you say you try to cause as "little unnecessary
suffering to nonhuman life as is possible"... I believe you
and I disagree entirely on what is "unnecessary suffering
and what is "possible" or not."

Yes, we do... since I actually take responsibility for the
lives that go to feed my family . I have a real world, first
hand knowledge of my impact on non-human life, thus
making daily conscious and (here's the catch) informed
decisions on the matter. You, on the other hand, live in a
magic fantasy world, pretending those lives don't exist. I
find it a shameful, disgusting, dishonorable thing. 
Have you any experience whatsoever with industrial
scale farming? Any? Hundreds or thousands of animals
(mice, voles, rats, squirrels, chipmunks, rabbits, fawns,
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ground-nesting birds , snakes, bugs of all kinds) die just
in running a combine through a field, and that's only one
small step in the process. You clearly have no concept
of what it takes to bring food and textile crops to table
and loom. 

By the way, I'm still waiting for an answer on those
magic field crops: what fertilizes them? Are you a "drill
baby , drill" aficionado? Do you loooooooooove
petroleum products? Is tearing up ANWR your solution? 

We have no disagreement where it comes to industrial
animal production. You are, however, demonstrating an
astonishingly narrow field of vision in that you seem not
to have grasped my position in any way at all.

PS: "defatted" soybeans sure do go to fill the bellies of
food animals, but not until  the oil is expressed and
processed into an enormous range of foods and
products, including use as the primary source of
biodiesel oil. Effectively, the "animal food" is industrial
waste.
You really are clueless.

- locavore  March 6, 2010 1:45AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Trying to proceed on a civil note:
The trend we should be going towards is urban
farming - There's no reason to believe that a plant
based LOCAL diet cannot sustain whole
communities: Let's leave the cow behind -
http://tinyurl.com/me56jy 

Surely you're toying with me? What is a " meat
based diet"? It's consuming products gotten from
animals . It's a NON VEGAN diet.

Re: Rhode Island... Read "Eating Animals"
Jonathan Saffron Foer - Best seller, extensive
research - The caluclations are that "happy meat"
could sustain only a very, very small portion of the
population.

The issues of hemp for fiber - Of course at
present it's not going to be profitable... There is no
large lobby group to compete with the big money
interests that already exist.

"Hundreds or thousands of animals (mice, voles,
rats, squirrels, chipmunks, rabbits, fawns, ground-
nesting birds , snakes, bugs of all kinds) die just
in running a combine through a field" - Of course I
know this is true. But we are not deliberately
breeding these rabbits, birds, snakes etc. to
deliberately put them in the field to deliberately kill
them. Intent has much to do with "harm". 

Secondly, if one really does care about the
hundreds of thousands of mice, voles, rats, etc...
They would still consume a plant based diet
because that would be ingesting the crops directly
--- Not fattening animals first... With 6 to 10 times
the amount of grain people could eat instead. A
vegan diet still causes LESS HARM than not.

Regarding fertilizing --- As with vertical farming...
There are 6.7 billion people who already poop
enough to require billion dollar " treatment
facilities" - The most efficient thing would be to
process waste into "humanure" ---
http://weblife.org/humanure/index.html 
What can be done on a small scale can be
adapted for "industrial" technology as well.

Finally, where on earth did you get this hostile and
abusive manner of communication? You obviously
have an axe to grind and make having an
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More comments in this thread

"opposing view" appear threatening. Name calling
and slurs does nothing to prove your points or
further your credibility -

- Bea Elliott  March 7, 2010 8:36AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

misled
It's not a matter of killing the animals to eat. It's a matter of preventing animal
suffering. That's the animal rights position.

God intended for animals to:

1. live the life He intended for them BEFORE they are killed to eat.

2. be killed humanely. No prolonged suffering.

No one who's a real Christian can believe that God intends for his creations to suffer.

Man is going against God's will when he causes suffering of any kind.

- migsly  February 27, 2010 8:08PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Vague
Does God have the right to tell humans how he wants his creation to be used? 

What is the proper name for the God you mention? Lots of people believe in
God but the God of Christianity became flesh in the God-man Jesus Christ. So
since Jesus helped kill fish and actually cooked fish, if he is God, how is eating
animals wrong . For if it is then the perfect man committed a sin?

- StephenVantassel  February 28, 2010 9:30AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

tautology
Stephen,

Your argument is true by definition, and begs the question from the outset:
provide rational grounds on which I can base my belief that " jesus " was
god , etc., etc. Without that assumption, which isn't really rationally
defensible, your argument literally has no legs to stand on. 

But that is precisely the nature of your argument isn't it? I have to wonder
why, then, you insist on engaging in rational debate?

- Alex M  February 28, 2010 12:38PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Tautology
I am glad you noted that my argument was at least true by definition.
Here is another tautology the Lord of creation is also the lord of
reason so rational does not, indeed, cannot be opposed to the
creator of the universe for atheists to suggest otherwise shows their
faith in non-theism (I would suggest reading up on Post Modernism
and its critique of so called objective rationalism). My point is simply
this. Reason can mean a tool of argument or a philosophy that
assumes that man and his knowledge is the basis by which all
knowledge much be judged. I support the former not the latter.

My paper simply claimed that one could NOT be a Christian and
support animal rights . If one does not agree with the Christian
faith, then my argument is irrelevant (then why bother talking to me
in the first place). But since you commented on what God does and
does not do, then I simply defended what my God said and did using
not an abstraction of human invention but the example of God who
entered human time, namely Jesus and was subject to the human
condition. 
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You may disagree with Christianity and claim that Christ was a false
God. You need to evaluate the evidence of his claims. I simply
noted that Christianity that supports animal rights is no longer
Christian any more than an atheist can be a Christian. 

- StephenVantassel  February 28, 2010 3:58PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

misled
migsly--That may be your definition of animal rights , but it is not the definition
or belief of all animal rights activists. Many define it as the total separation of
humans from all other species of animals . Humans are the ONLY species who
strive to kill their food animals quickly and painlessly. Their are those who are
not right mentally who derive pleasure from abusing animals and other humans.
Do you also believe that God intended we should punish all because of those
few? Have those who blindly follow animal rights movements and base their
decisions taken the time to see if ALL animal farming facilities treat animals the
way of the ones shown in those abuse videos ? Have you and they taken the
time to see a battery operation who operates within the law ? Have you or they
taken time to research proof that the law abiding farms have reduced mortality
rates and problems with disease immensely over those raised in free range?
Have you seen hens in battery cages who seem perfectly content with their lives
there? Of course not. How would seeing the majority that way benefit the cause
of stopping the belief that some live by? Have you seen the studies that show
hens removed from the only life they've known in battery cages panic and die?
In order to base opinions fairly, you need to look at both sides of what you are
making your decisions on. 
When you see dogs removed from life in a kennel and put into a home acting
differently than one raised in a home, you are seeing dogs removed from the
only life they've known and put into a totally alien situation. You will see the
same kind of reactions if you take one raised in a home and put it into a kennel.
They are reacting to a situation unfamiliar to them. What you fail to see is that
both dogs (based on a kennel that is kept clean and follows welfare laws ) were
perfectly happy in the environment they were familiar with and anxious about
being put into a different kind of life with no transition period. Then again you
have the abusers whose dogs live in the filth seen in videos used to "prove" ALL
dogs used for breeding in kennels live that way. You have breeders who take
very good care of their animals and strive to produce healthy pups and they are
the majority. You have people who take care of their animals but are only using
them for 'extra money ' and do not take the needed time and care to assure the
animals they are breeding will produce healthy pups, but not intentionally
meaning to hurt people or their dogs. The lower end, and the minority, are those
used to convince the public that breeding dogs is evil and all breeders are just
about the money they can save by just giving enough care to sustain life and
labor saved by not cleaning up after their animals, not letting them out for
exercise , and keeping them in small cages to be able to maximize the number
of animals they have and the profit they can make.
The public is being made to believe that anyone, be it a pet breeder or a farmer
raising livestock or poultry are evil because they strive to make a profit from what
they do. They don't equate that the hard work done by those who care for the
animals in their business should be repaid for their hard work in their job the
same as anyone else. If the public were to see the majority of animal breeders,
livestock and pets , really do take good care of those animals instead of just
seeing the abuse videos, public reaction could not be controlled the way it is
now.
As for your comment "No one who's a real Christian can believe that God
intends for his creations to suffer.", I beg to differ. If God did not intend suffering
in life, why didn't he make animals who kill each other quickly and humanely?
Do you think the animals don't suffer when injected with snake venom that
paralyzes them while leaving them fully conscious while being eaten alive?
Snakes eat live animals regularly. How about the cat who grabs the mouse and
gobbles it right down? Or the cat who plays with it's live food until  it's dead or
exhausted before being consumed. How about the big jungle cat who takes
down it's dinner and begins dinner while it's still alive and struggling?
As a human do you suffer when you lose a loved one? Have you seen a loved
one die slowly from disease like cancer ? How can you say God didn't intend us
to bear suffering before death when you see it in some form every day of your
life? If we didn't understand suffering, we wouldn't be able to understand joy
because their would being nothing to compare it to.

- forfairplay  February 28, 2010 10:39AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

forfairplay
My definition of " animal rights " is the same as PETA 's - the biggest and
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most effective animal rights group in the world.

Animal rights like this do NOT target farms that comply with the AWA.
They only target the ones that DON'T. The ones where those horrendous
videos were taken.

Farmers, and any other money -making businesses that use animals ,
that comply with the AWA are left alone by the animal rights activists.

The Almighty did not intend for anyone or anything to suffer. The devil is
responsible for that.

The Garden of Eden was Heaven on Earth. There was no suffering. Adam
and Eve and the animals did not hurt each other. It was the perfect world. 

When the devil convinced Adam and Eve to disobey God, suffering was
born.

God gave the human race a choice. To obey Him or to obey the devil.
When one inflicts unnecessary pain and suffering on another for fun
and/or profit, that is obeying the devil.

As far as the cat and the mouse, the cat does not play with the mouse to
prolong its suffering. He's just playing with it. It moves, he catches it, he
lets it go, he catches it, etc., and in the end eats it. Or just kills it. Only
humans would do that to prolong suffering. 

- migsly  February 28, 2010 11:16PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

PETA kills more animals than anyone
Comparing PETA and their actions even in the same post as the
Garden of Eden goes together like balloons in a room full of
porcupines and cacti...and animals given 'shelter' at PETA will be
lucky to last as long as the balloons in that room. They kill between
94 and 97% of all animals crossing their threshhold and you hold
them in high esteem and yet claim to hold in just as high esteem the
prefection of the Garden. 
To quote you: "God gave the human race a choice. To obey Him or
to obey the devil. When one inflicts unnecessary pain and suffering
on another for fun and/or profit, that is obeying the devil." Have you
seen the delight PETA takes in its outrageous stunts that hurt people
and animals? Do you believe in their motto of better dead than
owned? Do you think it's right to kill healthy animals without even
attempting to find them homes? Do you think they aren't making a
profit with a $30 million dollar a year income ????? Do you believe
as they do in using donations to pay for bail and lawyers for
terrorists like Rodney Coronado? To use donations to pay him to
speak at their meetings teaching other activists to build incendiary
devices? Just do an internet search on Rodney Coronado and see
how many articles you pull up connecting him to PETA. Talk about a
group openly dancing with the devil! Do you also agree as Ingrid
Newkirk and her followers do that if you were put in the position of
choosing to save a mentally handicapped child or a 'normal' dog
from drowning, that the dog is the logical choice to save because it
has all its mental faculties? If that is your idea of a group to revere, I
doubt we have anything else to discuss.

- forfairplay  March 1, 2010 1:49PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Please don't put words in my mouth
I would never save an animal over a human unless the human
abused the animal. And when I say human, I mean an adult
who should know better. So don't put words in my mouth.
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I'm not a member of Peta because of such flaws mentioned in
your self-righteous post. But the bottom line is that they have
put an end to a lot of animal suffering. For which I thank the
Almighty for. 

However, here are my reasons I don't join Peta:

1. their nudity and disrespecting the cross in one of them.

2. their giving a lesbian an award

3. their giving said lesbian an award when she is the face of
Cover Girl, which is owned by Proctor & Gamble which still
tests on animals in its food and drug products

4. what you said

Now, I only have the same philosophy as Peta as far as
targeting companies and people who do not obey the AWA. 

I believe God uses even organizations like Peta to do His will.
He works in mysterious ways.

- migsly  March 1, 2010 9:29PM
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About "spent hens"
"Have you seen hens in battery cages who seem perfectly content with
their lives there?" I have! This was an "award winning" operation...
850,000 hens in 3 windowless buildings... You could smell the ammonia
stench a quarter of a mile away.... "Have you seen the studies that show
hens removed from the only life they've known in battery cages panic and
die?" Gosh... 12 out of 12 of the ones I rescued had absolutely no
problem LOVING their freedom - None died as a result of it either... Within
a day - they knew instinctually how to dust bathe, lay in the sun , forage,
stretch their wings, sit on a nest 
and they even knew flight ... Were they "alive" in the cage? Sure... if you
call extreme confinement - doing nothing but - eating , pooping and
sleeping "a life". I think the environment they are in now is much more
conducive to their desires and their nature...

"If the public were to see the majority of animal breeders", "livestock"... etc.

Goodness! The videos are nearly everywhere on youtube and other
animal ag site --- Everyone scrambling to get "their story" out! Beef
Checkoff, Pork Checkoff, the "good" egg industry campaigning for toddlers
allegiances on Sesame Street... With all the billions of dollars in
commercial air time I think it's safe to say we've seen the " family dairy
farm" photos ... 

Just little old us and 3,000 "pampered" cows that each have names! --- 

Everyone's seen the (animal and) meat industry quite enough already...
And I'm sure many, or most of these fine people are very hard working,
and do treat animals as "nicely" as they see fit... These animals are their
"property"... They can lavish or withhold comforts accordingly --- most of
the time according to profits. When considering biological "products", such
as eggs and milk, gotten from the reproductive systems of hens and 
cows... Because of their sexually assigned functions --- Hens and cows
will "produce" under the most minimal " welfare " conditions ... And still -
the "bottom line" is - when they do stop these involuntary secretions, their
lives are of no value --- The only "value" in their bodies , is in their deaths
.

Believe me, I do understand the economics... And that these are farmers
who "do their best" to realize "healthy animals" for maximum profit. I also
know that good people sometimes do what is wrong , and evil people
sometimes do what is right.

As far as nonhumans harming each other... In my view they are outside
the moral rhelm. Only man has free will and priviledged access to whole
Truth. I cannot fault the lion or bear, he has no choice... But because he
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has no choice doesn't mean I should negate mine.

I like the way Tom Regan put it:
"The position I favor is one that interprets our divine imaging in terms of
our moral responsibility. By this I mean that we are expressly chosen by
God to be God’s viceregents in the day-to-day affairs of the world; we are
chosen by God, that is, to be as loving in our day-to-day dealings with the
created order as God was in creating that order in the first place. In this
sense, therefore, there is a morally relevant difference between human
beings and every other creaturely expression of God. For it is only
members of the human species who are given the awesome freedom and
responsibility to be God’s representatives within creation. And it is,
therefore, only we humans who can be held morally blameworthy when we
fail to do this, and morally praiseworthy when we succeed."

Christianity and Animal Rights: The Challenge and Promise
http://www.religion-online.org/showarticle.asp?title=2326 

- Bea Elliott  March 1, 2010 8:04AM
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For fair play
..."Humans are the ONLY species who strive to kill their food animals
quickly and painlessly." 

I thought predator animals shook their prey to death to make it easier to
eat. Larger animals hold their prey down until  death for the same reason, it
takes less energy to eat. I doubt the Lion thinks much about pain, even if
it could think. The animal kingdom is a big study.

I maybe reading some of what you are writing wrong but seems you are
putting your human emotions into an animals behavior. Are you trying to
think about how you would feel if you were that animal? That's kindof
dangerous in my mind. 

The domestic Cat is just probably practising it's hunting skill. ;)

- Prbrds  March 3, 2010 6:38PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

"Guilt" of the animal kingdom
To use the logic of those who believe humans are wrong in killing animals for food
or protecting their claimed property from trespass or their food supply from other
animals , then animals too must be found guilty of those things. Animals kill other
animals for survival. They kill other animals who trespass on property they have
'marked with their scent' to claim ownership of property. They kill other animals in
defense of their young and/or their pack. When animals have killed another for
survival, they defend their food supply to the death of the other animal. The difference
between the human species and other species is that MOST humans have a
conscience and believe that killing should be done as quickly and painlessly as
possible. Just because we have developed higher consiousness than other animals
does not mean we should not eat meat . It just gives us the mental capacity to feel it is
not necessary to allow a lingering death to animals used for our food supply. It also
gives us the mental capacity to CHOOSE whether we want to retain meat in our diets
or choose a vegetarian / vegan lifestyle. But understand that whether you choose to
eat meat and plants both in your diet or you choose the plant only diet, SOMETHING
has to die to feed you because plants are living too. Even animals who eat only plants
kill living grass, leaves, berries and other vegetation in order to survive. I'm not
ashamed to say the I believe in the Christian faith, but you don't need to in order to
understand or agree with what I've said. It's logic plain and simple and has nothing to
do with religion . With a higher conscience we have developed the ability to make
choices based on individual belief and I choose to keep meat as part of a healthy diet
for ME. I would like to retain that choice and allow you to retain yours.

- forfairplay  February 28, 2010 9:17AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

"Guilt" of the animal kingdom
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I agree with the ideas put forward by forfairplay as they are factual and realistic.
Predator animals will grab their prey and start eating it while it is alive. Too
often those who support the animal rights agenda have some kind of "Bambi"
idea of the natural world, where all the animals run free and fly free and enjoy
their days in a perfect natural wonderland. For all animals and critters living in
the wild, life is a daily challenge...to stay alive, to find food , to reproduce and to
remain healthy. 

Most wild animals do not live as long in the wild as their counterparts do in
captivity. Even a snake with a few torn scales can develop an infection which
leads to its death . Every moment a little gecko seeks food and sun , it must
also watch for hawks and snakes and predators so that it can live for another
day. Do these animals suffer? You bet. Sometimes they die a very lingering and
painful death while slowly being eaten by a predator. And, with the predators, if
they are challenged for the kill, they also can be hurt and possibly die as a
result. This is the real world. This is the real life that wild animals live and which
the animal rights folks do not seem to understand or appreciate.

- BirdLover  February 28, 2010 12:26PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

moral agency
Your argument assumes that nonhuman animals are moral agents, but that is
wrong . Like human infants, the mentally handicapped, etc., many humans are
not moral agents and therefore we DON'T hold them morally accountable, strictly
speaking. Our entire system of justice, in the West that is, is predicated on this
distinction between moral agents and non-moral agents. So, you cannot
LOGICALLY (or morally) appeal to what nonhuman animals do for a guide for
what human animals ought to do.

In other words, it doesn't matter what other animals do because they aren't
moral agents. Therefore, you need to find an argument that justifies what WE
do, as moral agents, independent of "Well, lions commit infanticide, so we can
too!"

- Alex M  February 28, 2010 12:35PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

you missed the point
I do not personally equate humans and animals being on the same level.
That is the animal rights belief. The plane we share with animals is that
we feel pain, we eat to survive, we protect our young and our family units,
and we protect our property. We diversify from that point in many
directions because we understand the concept of mercy and of rights. My
justifications are in the other two posts I wrote.

- forfairplay  February 28, 2010 1:53PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

On making choices and judgements
"Just because we have developed higher consiousness than other animals does
not mean we should not eat meat ." And just because we can ignore our
consiousness, doesn't mean it's right to do so... And dear forfairplay... No one
has taken away your choice to eat meat - But I'm just a "flawed" human too...
And I am not beyond the human limitations (or capabilities) to judge people who
cause deliberate and unnecessary harm. Everyone is free to eat animals... It's
just that you can't expect to do so with complete social license. It's obvious that
there are those who (with many good reasons) see it as wrong ... Or we would
not be having this debate to begin with.

- Bea Elliott  March 1, 2010 8:16AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

lets make a bill of right
let`s make a bill of animal rights . I think that In a bill of right for animals there
should be an Amendment that protects the animal against any cruel and unusual
treatment by its owner. I dare any Christian to find a bible verse that doesn’t allows
this. (This is dangers remark because Matthew 7:7 ) 

that is 1 amendment so what more should by in there
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- jelle  February 28, 2010 11:50AM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

bill of animal rights
We already have that. It's called the animal welfare act. It states (in a nutshell)
animals are to be given food , water , and shelter and to be treated humanely
by people. We also have own moral compass that I'm sure we all can agree
upon is what brought us all to agree at least on the single point that animals
should not be abused. The problem lies in the diversity of what constitutes
abuse and acceptable use.

- forfairplay  February 28, 2010 2:56PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

use is abuse
When it comes to living beings utilized for their flesh and body parts the
abuse is inherent in the use. But you are right... Our moral compass has
always pointed towards being more kind, not less kind.

- Bea Elliott  March 1, 2010 8:29AM
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What's next then after that?
.

Rights for animals !! Then Personhood or vice versa!! Then what would be next?
Rights of the owners to claim them as dependents in their Tax Returns? As rumor has
it that it was done, before it became the rule that dependents must have a SSN. 

Lord have mercy; The next logical thing will be Social Security benefits , and if a
monkey or chimpanze have personhood... guess what? He/she may be also a person
with serious dissabilities, therefore may be Entitled to Disability benefits under Federal
and States Laws. The list of possibilities is almost endless, if we take into account the
ability of the American people to cheat the Government, their spouses and each other.
Of course the new "sponsors" or " legal guardians" of these seriously disable new
"persons", will collect the $$$$$$$$$$$$.

Guess what also? 

We'll all  pay for all of this charade with money from our pockets! Ups I forgot...with
money from somebody else"s Pockets!

:-O 

- Salero21  March 2, 2010 12:55AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

The Bible Speaks Against Animals
If you take a good look at what the Bible says it does not represent care and concern
for animals much at all. I wrote about this topic here:

http://sites.google.com/site/thechristiandelusion/Home/the-bible-and-animals 

Cheers

- John W Loftus  March 3, 2010 12:10PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

The Bible is pro-slavery
Cheers.

- jtyler  March 7, 2010 10:53PM
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christians lacking compassion?
I know all christians aren't so close minded and void of compassion, but at least there
are religious teachings in the world that speak out against the dominion over and
murder of animals 

He who desires to augment his own flesh by eating the flesh of other creatures lives
in misery in whatever species he may take his birth. (Bhagavad Gita)

Meat can never be obtained without injury to living creatures, and injury to sentient
beings is detrimental to the attainment of heavenly bliss; let him therefore shun the
use of meat .(Mānava-Dharmaśāstra)

“Life is as dear to the mute creature as it is to a man. Just as one wants happiness
and fears pain, just as one wants to live and not to die, so do other creatures.” (The
Dalai Lama)

"The eating of meat extinguishes the seed of great compassion."~
(The Buddha)

- progressisdead  March 3, 2010 12:50PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

oohhhmmmm
... but at least there are religious teachings in the world that speak out against
the dominion over and murder of animals 

Obama swatting that fly didn't "murder" anyone in my book . Your book and
PeTa's is different than mine.

- Prbrds  March 3, 2010 4:15PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

What's the issue?
I agree that humans could subsist on vegetable products. So? We have not all been so
lucky to have that luxury. For some having anything to eat becomes a matter of life or
death . My friends, if the only thing left on the planet is you and me, I assure you I will
give thanks while picking my teeth after eating you.

The "kill" word is misleading, as in, "Thou shalt not kill." Many holy works, including the
bible use the word " murder " as opposed to "kill". There is a difference. You can bet
that most of us who have served in the military have not murdered , but we may
have killed to save our own lives and those of our brothers. You can also bet if I am
attacked by a grizzly or a person who is menacing my life and limb, they are going to
pay a heavy price. I will not stand by as a victim. I plan to prevail, although I know that
is only one possible outcome.

Animal rights? I am not sure what that may really be. I hate to see any animal
mistreated. We can't look far without seeing it. Domestic animals are often treated
cruelly. I don't like that. I would do what I can to prevent or stop it. I don't get too
choked up when a cat plays with a mouse it catches, before it kills the little critter. I see
birds feeding over the water . I don't shed a tear for the fish that just became a bird's
dinner. If a dog is about to attack a child , I will not hesitate to try to prevent harm to
the child. Yet, I can understand the displeasure of the mother bear when I got
between her and her cubs. I managed to get out of the way. But, I would not have
stood there waiting to get malled because of " animal rights ".

Hunting? Have you ever been hungry? I have. I have eaten things that make me sick
to recall . I will survive. I will eat what I can to stay alive. If there aren't alfalfa sprouts
around, mammals beware.

Is there any reason left? It is impossible to ignore context and issue inflexible rules.

- truthseeker1  March 3, 2010 1:10PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Ok, but...
In the meantime, that American flag to the right of your name coupled with your
apparent access to computers and internet suggest that you have absolutely
no need to consume animal products. All of your examples were based on an
undeniable necessity and a desire to survive. Either change your argument,
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your geographical location, or better yet, go vegan .

- mike  March 4, 2010 12:53AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Hi Mike
Thank you for your comment. I can tell you have never known any kind of
hardship or adversity. I won't judge if that is a good thing or bad thing. I
will say you have been incredibly lucky.

Being American was an accident of birth for me. Being American does not
confer any good fortune. We have a fickle economy , over which few of us
have much control. I have known bad times. I have known hunger .
Unless you have had that experience, you may not be in a position of
being too judgmental. 

I have been carnivore, herbivore, and omnivore. Every day I spend living
indoors and eating regularly, I am truly thankful. We can't even do
anything meaningful about human rights . I doubt we can do much about
animal rights . I think we should, but what is the issue? We can't even
assure people in the USA are fed or housed. Until  we can do something to
assure sustenance and care for all creatures, we do not have the luxury of
deciding for everyone how they live.

- truthseeker1  March 4, 2010 7:53AM
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or... some of the Greatest Minds point out the contrary:

"He who is cruel to animals becomes hard also in his dealings with
men. We can judge the heart of a man by his treatment of animals."
- Immanuel Kant, German Philosopher

Teaching a child not to step on a caterpillar is as valuable to the
child as it is to the caterpillar. ~Bradley Millar

Why should man expect his prayer for mercy to be heard by What is
above him when he shows no mercy to what is under him? ~Pierre
Troubetzkoy

Non- violence leads to the highest ethics , which is the goal of all
evolution . Until  we stop harming all other living beings, we are still
savages. ~Thomas A. Edison

Our task must be to free ourselves by widening our circle of
compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature
and its beauty. - Albert Einstein

...and the list goes on.

- sean joshua  March 4, 2010 8:49AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Philosophy & Reality
Sean: I like your quotes. I agree with them. They tend to mirror
my philosophy. 

There is philosophy and there is reality. High up in my
philosophy is the belief I have a right to be here. That means if
the choice to me is to eat animal flesh or die, goodbye critter.
Like the Native Americans , I give thanks for that which
sustains me. It is no disrespect for animals . It is the reality
that if we wish to live, we must eat. 

One might argue that there's no reason we can't all  be
vegetarians. Perhaps. That is not the reality of the world in
which we live. Nearly every problem we can identify is a result
of humans breeding more successfully than bunnies. The more
of us there is, the fewer our choices become.

- truthseeker1  March 4, 2010 10:19AM
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You make several assumptions
1) You assume that I do not know hardship. That cannot be
ascertained from my post, nor is it relevant to my comment. Our past
experiences neither justify nor dictate our future decisions. They
may, however, inform them. Pound for pound, it is cheaper to subsist
off of a plant-based diet . An economics argument does not hold. 

My admittedly glib remarks (for which I apologize) were more in
reference to the fact that you currently have certain luxuries via your
geographic location, and you are in a position to make these positive
decisions for yourself.

2) You assume I am being too judgmental. This is due, in part, to my
wording. I will clarify. My judgment is not on the content of character
or moral fiber of an individual. It is purely on the consistency and
connectivity of one's choices. That does not mean that I place blame
or assign labels. It merely means that I look at a choice, see if it's in
alignment with one's values, look at opportunities, and decide if that
was the most connected decision one could afford.

3) You make a bold assertion when you say "we can't even do
anything meaningful about human rights ." I'm not sure to whom
you're referring. When assessing what can be done about an issue,
the only pronoun used should be "I". If you were to say, "I can't even
do anything meaningful about human rights," there would be dozens
of people jumping on here with suggestions. When people use
words like "we", they are merely overwhelmed by our enormous
population (which, in itself, is at the core of most problems). To
declare individual insignificance is to admit to personal
disconnection. Positive individual choices breed quickly and hardily.
Movements are formed by individual decisions. Governments are
toppled by them. A futility argument does not hold.

4) You suggest that I have any intention of deciding how anyone but
myself lives. This is not the case. I have found , however, that
several of the people I've had the pleasure to discuss these matters
with have recognized the small changes they can begin to make and
have discovered the clarity of vision to see how rapidly huge social
shifts can occur. People must make their own decisions, but they
should do so upon a foundation of the logical assessment of
accurate information.

Thanks for responding.

- mike  March 4, 2010 10:28AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

Hi Mike
Thank you for your thoughtful response. I don't think we are
too far apart in many respects. It is obvious we aren't totally
aligned. That's fine with me. I have great respect for the ideas
and opinions of others. I may not, however, always agree.
Only politicians and other disingenuous folk resort to that.
Sometimes I do agree. Sometimes, I change slowly.

I find that as I age, the edges of my idealism have been
beaten off. I will do what good I can on my path in life. I hope
that others will do the same. I know that not everyone will be
on the same page with me. That has become less important.
Somehow, we, all living things have to make it work . And it
does. It does not always work the way we may want. And then
there's the notion of "Be careful for what you wish. You may
get it." 

It is an imperfect world. I suspect that may be the best for
which we can hope. Too many wars in my lifetime have made
my optimism a casualty.

Thank you for your responses.

- truthseeker1  March 4, 2010 12:41PM
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Thumbs up.
I give a thumbs up to you, sir. I enjoy meeting people
that can express their ideas and even disagree with
civility.

It is unfortunate that we diverge where we do. I offer that
your failing optimism is not a symptom of age. Mine was
only recently renewed. Why? Because if you take a big
enough step back, the numbers add up, and positive
change is, in fact, possible.

I agree that things have gotten way out of hand . But
they're *our* hands, and we have the capacity to use
them. Even your small, daily steps towards positive
change are invaluable to a larger system of social
change.

Here's an interesting watch:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ramBFRt1Uzk 

Remember that "perfect" is a purely arbitrary criterion
when it comes to describing the way the world works. All
we have is what we do about what we know. I don't
believe I have some peculiar set of core values. I've
simply made the decision to focus on getting my actions
to better represent them.

All the best.

- mike  March 4, 2010 4:21PM
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Christian Vegetarian Association
Just want to throw this link out there: 

http://www.all-creatures.org/cva/honoring.htm 

I think this just proves that using a frequently contradictory "holy book " to argue any
point is completely ridiculous.

- little-piggy  March 3, 2010 1:12PM
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"Christ gave pernission to eat all animals""
Pass the Golden Retriever ribs!

- tpaine  March 3, 2010 1:56PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Animals and Children have no rights
Animals and children cannot have rights because rights go hand in hand with
responsibility.
Adults however do have responsibilities which include protecting animals and children
from undue hardships, danger and pain.

While animal rights people have the right idea, they disgust me when they disregard
human rights in their zeal to protect animals and children.

Bombing an abortion clinic or a laboratory and endangering the lives of those inside
is a criminal irresponsible act.

Interferring with the livelihood of people working in industries you are opposed to is
insensitive and irresponsible in protecting and 
direspecting their rights.

- james1951  March 3, 2010 2:08PM
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I disagree
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First: using labels like " animal rights people" and then making a sweeping
generalization risks spreading ignorance through gross and unfounded
stereotypes.

Second: children most absolutely have legal rights. I suspect you're hinting at
something to the effect of natural rights. I would define natural rights as the
protection of interests (which would certainly include not facing undue hardships,
danger, and pain).

Third: I am curious about your example regarding bombing people, since I think
it is unfair to a rights movement to be linked to violence against others. Such
acts are wrongly labeled if you feel the culprits were self-identified as rights
activists.

Fourth: Your right to hold a job and earn a wage would clearly be trumped by
other, more fundamental rights if you were, say, a slave trader or a death camp
operator. Interfering in such operations would pose no ethical dilemma.

- mike  March 4, 2010 12:47AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Demons
Highly hypothetical -

what if I implanted a number of chips in a Gorilla, that didn't alter their essential
nature other than boost whatever cognitive abilities they have well into the
capacity to speak, use tools, set strategies on par with humans. ... and I then
gave them firearms , ammunution and explosives enough to wage an effective
war on humans hunting them. This idea is impossible now, and possible
fantastic. But consider it as a speculative theoretical construct. What if someone
were able to do this and very soon gorillas, chimpansees and urangutangs
would be involved in deadly freedom wars, killing humans in an epic struggle for
survival, and giving interviews to BBC reporters to explain their position.

Is your argument "yes but they do not because their animals " valid? What if
something non-human started using humans in the same manner. 

Imagine this - the natural state is that devils predate on human and derive some
kind of spiritual sustenance from devouring the souls of humans. The natural
state is that demons devour the souls of humans, except for some 2-3% quota
of humans that are saved by a minority of vegetarian demons i.e. "angels".
Would you risk not being picked in these 'free range' quota?

- Khannea Suntzu  March 4, 2010 7:18AM
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Yes and No
I don't think it's the act of eating meat as much as it is the cruelty that is often inflicted
prior to killing the animal. I am all for animal rights in that I despise cruelty. However,
there is no scriptural basis for vegetarianism . I view that as purely a choice.

- larjenn  March 3, 2010 2:20PM
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dominion versus domination
Stephen, dominion is not the same as domination. Translations of books that were
originally in another language, like the Bible, can cause a lot of misunderstanding. 

Have you ever read Christian vegan animal advocate Matthew Scully's book
"Dominion"? You might gain a different picture of animal rights , Christian style, from
that book. 

Whether as a Christian you feel that you have "permission" from "God" to kill/eat (etc.)
nonhuman animals should not be the point. The reality is that you as a spiritual/ethical
human who lives on this small planet have the power to take a stand against the cruel
exploitation of our fellow animals by not eating them, wearing them, using them for
entertainment purposes, and so on, no matter what quote you may find in the Bible
that seems to excuse anti-animal behavior.

- ardeth  March 3, 2010 3:07PM
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Scully
Yes, if you read my book , you would note that have read scully's book. My text
shows that animal rights activists abuse scripture, ethics , and science in
support of their cause. Scully's argument is addressed in my chapter on the AR
use of ethics and the so called No need argument.

- StephenVantassel  March 4, 2010 9:53AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Don't we have better things to discuss on this site?
This is a totally stupid issue made up by idiots who have nothing better to do with their
lives. I supposed they think someday they can launch a political career & leech off the
tax payers for the rest of their clueless lives. We are in the midsts of a horrible
depression & this is all you have to offer? What a waist of time!

- whatHistory  March 3, 2010 3:16PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Oh,REALLY!
One Only Has To Go To The First Chapter Of The Bible To See That Man Was NOT
Suppose To Ever Eat Meat. GENESIS 1:29,30 Clearly States That Every Green Plant
Was Given For MEAT. Not Only That,But It Was A VEGAN Diet. Even The Animals
Were Vegan. One Has To Remember That There Was Complete Harmony In The
Garden Of Eden. How Could There Be Harmony,If There Was Killing,As In Killing An
Animal For Food? There Wasn't Any Killing Or Death Until  The Fall Of Man. Also,In
DANIEL 1:12,Daniel Would Not Eat The Food From The Kings Table,Meat,Wine,etc.
Daniel Would Only Eat Pulse (Beans,Lentiles) And The Like,Plus Water. In Just 10
Days,Daniel And Those With Him On The Same Diet,Faired Much More Healthier.
Man Wasn't ALLOWED To Eat Animal Flesh Until  After The Flood. In GENESIS
7:2,There Was Seven Pairs Of All CLEAN Animals,(Used For Sacrifice &
Eating,Cows,etc.) And Of Every Unclean Beast,Take 2,A Male & His Female
(Pigs,etc.). It Would Take Some Time For The Vegetation To Grow Back,But By That
Time Man Had Acquired A Taste For Animal Flesh. It Is Also Interesting That The Life
Span Of Man Went From Nearly 1000 Years Old (Science Will Confirm It Is Possible
For The Human Body To Live That Long,If It Received The Proper
Oxygen,Co2,Weather,etc.) To Just Around 70 Years. All Diseases Can Be Traced To
The Consumption Of Eating Meat (Animal Flesh),Heart Disease,Diabetes,Stoke,etc.

- MNTRYJOSEPH  March 3, 2010 5:45PM

Reply to this  (1)

MNTRYJOSEPH

Recommend

Oh Really,
Mr. Joseph,

I suggest you read my article evaluating Andrew Linzey's abuse of scripture. It is
available for free at http://www.stephenvantassel.org (it is journal article from
a peer reviewed journal). 

Or for a more indepth look, read my book , Dominion over Wildlife?

- StephenVantassel  March 4, 2010 9:55AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

or for a more indepth look
read the book Dominion by Matthew Scully

- jtyler  March 7, 2010 11:06PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

I have
I have read scully's book . It is a classic example of category
confusion and fuzzy definitions. In addition, his focus is more on
trophy hunting and factory farming. Important issues to be sure but
they ignore the fundamental question of whether humans have a
moral right to eat animals .

- StephenVantassel  March 8, 2010 9:39AM
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Reply to this  (0)Recommend

moral right
people only have the "moral right" to kill if it is absolutely
necessary for their survival. I would not condemn a person
who was forced to hunt and eat animals if their life depended
on it. When we do not ***need*** to enslave and kill animals to
survive, then we are doing so for our own selfish pleasure.
And that is beyond reprehensible and the least moral thing I
can think of, really. Maybe aside from rape , since that is also
"pleasure" based.

- jtyler  March 8, 2010 10:11AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

psst...
We do "need". That's what being a predatory omnivore
means. We don't need a lot of animal products, but we
do need some. That's why your deprived body will never
stop craving the nutrition your body so desperately
needs. The delusional ones call it "lusts of the flesh".
The rest of us here in the real world call it "nutrition".

- locavore  March 9, 2010 12:47PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Fair enough
You defined the animal rights position rather clearly. Thanks for that. Perhaps the
only thing that I would question is your persistent use of the word "extreme". If your
use of this word is in reference to a spectrum of social norms, then I suppose that
word would make sense, albeit not in any way invalidating the position. In this same
line of semantics, I would suggest that anyone that defines their lives based on an
ancient text about a man who is the central member of a holy trinity that combines to
form one everlasting deity who will return to Earth on a cloud, do some judging, and
reunite human flesh with human souls for all eternity would also be extreme, since
such and individual does not fit nicely into societal norms.

I agree that Christianity and Animal Rights do not mix.

But then again, the specifics of the Christian religion (as with those of all religions)
struggle to gel with the likes of logical reasoning, scientific discovery, healthy
discourse, moral advancement, and so on.

- mike  March 4, 2010 12:36AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

what is extreme
Why is it that continuing to participate in the environmentally-disastrous animal
agriculture industry which profits from the enslavement, abuse and death of
animals is viewed as "normal" and "acceptable," while choosing to opt out by
embracing a compassionate, healthy and environmentally-sustainable vegan
diet is seen as "extreme"? What a truly backwards world we live in...

- jtyler  March 7, 2010 11:05PM

Reply to this  (3)Recommend

What if
In this century it will be possible to produce an animal with modified genes that will be
capable of intelligent action and (if the right genetic qualities are present) some sort of
speech . Within one or two decades such a creature would be raised to a level where
it can its abhorrence of the systematic exploitation of humans over animals . It would
be able to voice the feelings of its fellow animals, and challenge the dominions of
humans over animals. 

I am NOT an animal rights activist, or a vegetarian . But I do assert that the current
callousness of humanity towards animals, and nature in general, is morally
reprehensible. As it stands, UI favor a third way: 

http://www.paradise-engineering.com /
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- Khannea Suntzu  March 4, 2010 7:11AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

False Disjunctive
Your comment assumes that use equals abuse . I categorically deny that eating
animals means that one is cruel. One may be cruel in the killing of an animal for
food , but it depends on a number of factors as I point out in my book . 
Perhaps you agree. I just wish you were more nuanced in your comment.

- StephenVantassel  March 4, 2010 10:14AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

The natural state is cruel
I assert that the natural state is cruel. Nature itself is atrocious and we can
decide it is wrong . We can decide that if we eat the meat of murdered
animals we defer to the natural state and aren't a fully matured species.
We can technologically suspend or loft the atrocious state of nature by
giving animals the means to resist human persecution - I'd do that, [as
theoretical exploration] by giving animals such as dolphins or gorillas a
functional intelligence, abstract thinking, speech and the ability to use
tools - and I'd give them modern weaponry. Then let them decide if they
consent to being murdered for meat.

The ethical solution for this conundrum is [as a theoretical exploration] to
grow animal meat of a quality that would compete with meat carved from
the carcasses of murdered animals.

But as a temporary solution, [as a theoretical exploration] I'd consider
growing a genetically modified virus that, if it infects animals, has no
adverse effect on the animals in questions, but if humans (and not other
animals) eat the meat, they go sick and die. 

Yes I insist that many types of 'natural' conduct is abusive and monstrous.
The default universe is a hellish place and it seems to evolve beings which
a prepensity for inherent cruelty. 

Perhaps you agree. I just wish you were less naive in your comment.

- Khannea Suntzu  March 4, 2010 11:07AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Depends on circumstance
If you are starving and it is a life-or- death  situation, then no, killing and
eating another being is not cruel. However, when you are presented - as
we ALL are in this country - with abundant non-violent food options, then
to choose violence and death and suffering just because you prefer the
"taste" is, in fact, cruel. Selfish and cruel.

- jtyler  March 7, 2010 10:55PM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

You need to reach chapter 5
Again, you haven't read my critique of your "no-need argument" in
chapter 5 of my book . 

Do a literature search on my writing on the web. You will find an
article where I provide a simpler version of how there is no such
thing as cruelty free eating .

- StephenVantassel  March 8, 2010 9:41AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

no need
Stephen, there is a HUGE difference between intentionally
confining, mutilating, enslaving and and slaughtering animals
for our own pleasure and accidentally killing field animals
when harvesting crops. Come on.
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What do you think Jesus would say about this? You think he'd
say, "oh...well since it's not possible to live a 100% cruelty-free
life, why not go 'hog-wild'! Let's just institutionalize cruelty and
violence and enjoy the products of animals suffering for fun.
Wings anyone?"

Of course not. Jesus would preach that we ought to strive to
cause the least amount of harm possible. And that we should
never kill for "fun" or personal pleasure. And that, my friend,
means going vegan .

- jtyler  March 8, 2010 10:06AM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

Simple Lie
A simple lie is much easier to believe than a complex
truth. If you are unwilling to do your due diligence then
there is nothing more I can say.

- StephenVantassel  March 8, 2010 5:33PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

No, actually,
It means making ethically-driven and thoroughly
informed choices about where your food comes from.
That doesn't mean going vegan and pretending that the
the lives lost by "accident" in the taking of field crops are
of no consequence, that killing animals as a
meaningless byproduct is "cruelty free". It means getting
rid of the horrific institutionalization of food animal
production. 

Jesus would not have advocated factory farms, it's true,
but if we are to accept the bible for the purposes of this
" ethics " discussion, Jesus most certainly did eat
ethically raised meat , at least in small quantities as was
needed for either ritual or survival. I think the answer is
pretty clear about what Jesus would do.

- locavore  March 9, 2010 12:52PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Book
I find you base your rationalization in part on fabrication - or
faerie tales? What is this 'jebus' argument you keep using? I
am not familiar with that concept.

- Khannea Suntzu  March 8, 2010 11:07AM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

See my articles
I would suggest you read my articles at
http://www.stephenvantassel.com if you are really
interested.

- StephenVantassel  March 8, 2010 5:34PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

What if
In this century people stopped acting with such selfish disregard for other
animals , other humans and the fate of our planet and simply changed their diet
? I do assert that the callousness of humanity towards animals, and nature in
general, is morally reprehensible. And that is precisely why I AM an animal
rights activist and a vegan .

- jtyler  March 7, 2010 11:08PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend
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What if
In this century people stopped acting with such selfish disregard for other
animals , other humans and the fate of our planet and simply changed their
diets ? "I do assert that the current callousness of humanity towards animals,
and nature in general, is morally reprehensible." Which is precisely why I AM an
animal rights activist and a vegan .

- jtyler  March 7, 2010 11:13PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

What if
In this century people stopped acting with such selfish disregard for other
animals , other humans and the fate of our planet and simply changed their
diets ? I do assert that the current callousness of humanity towards animals,
and nature in general, is morally reprehensible. Which is precisely why I AM an
animal rights activist and a vegan .

- jtyler  March 7, 2010 11:43PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

You can eat animals without being a bastard about it
Wow, there are a LOT of false dilemmas on both sides of this argument. e.g., if you
believe that animals should be treated with respect and dignity, than you must be pro
animal rights . Or, if you do eat animals, well you must be anti animal rights. But I
think there is an oh-so-subtle difference between killing an animal for food and killing
an animal for funsies. Also, I find a distinction between eating a chicken that spent its
life cage free, outside, happily as nature intended, and going to McDonalds and
buying chicken nuggets that come from chickens who've spent their entire life in a tiny
cage because they've been genetically modified to be blind and incapable of walking. 

I am of the opinion that eating meat is good for the body (when done sparingly) but I
do go out of my way to deprive those companies that exploit any animal in such a
heinous way of my support . So maybe I am anti-animal rights. But I think the
definition offered here is a little too stringent. That animals should have the same
rights as us is too much because, depending on your definition of "animal" that makes
us all murderers. Are bugs animals? Are bacteria animals? Eukaryotes? Prokaryotes?
Because if so, your body's already killed trillions of those without your knowledge. 

Also, there are certain amino acids, proteins, and vitamins that your body cannot get
anywhere else from the diet , that come in their best forms by way of animals (e.g.
albumin in chicken eggs offer the most useful protein to the body; omega 3 fatty acids
from fish.)

- Livvy  March 4, 2010 11:42AM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

all animal use is exploitation
all animal slaughter is cruel and violent. You can get omega 3's from flax seeds.
No need to eat fish. 

If you believe you are being more "humane" by buying certain animal products,
please visit this site:

www.humanemyth.org

- jtyler  March 7, 2010 10:58PM

Reply to this  (1)Recommend

'Christians cannot support Animal Rights'
So what?

Let me explain. When I was in college I volunteered for a study on a medication that
was being tested for release to the general public. In short, the medication did not sit
well with me, so much so that my life has been shortened 'by a few months' according
to the doctors . I would not have wished that test on my worst enemy; it took months
for me to recover. And I am human, thank you very much.

There are some out there that dont want such a thing to happen to animals , and I
can understand why. What I cant understand is that the same group generally insists
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that people are the proper test subjects, not animals, for such testing . Fine. So they
would kill people rather than animals? That seems incongruous, doesnt it, as
technically, humans are animals, too.

Are you stating, then, that we shouldnt do any such experimentation at all, or just on a
binge to show how 'bad' one particular group is, or just selling your own book ? So I
ask again...

So what?

- TB3  March 4, 2010 5:56PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

Everyone is missing the point....
This isn't about animal rights or dominion over the animals , as usual it's all about the
MONEY! Here's the deal: think of some contentious issue, somehow formulate an
extreme position that you can loosely use the bible as backup, publish your ideas, if a
strong enough reaction is generated....voila...release a book on the subject...post
enough of your ideas to whet readers appetites and then in the closing paragraph refer
the reader to where they can purchase your book on the subject. It's classic bait and
switch. 

I am not a vegetarian , i am an atheist , i eat meat , i do not condone useless and
horrific animal research on mammals in particular, i do not condone puppy/kitty mills,
i do not condone hunting for sport ( food ok), i do not condone torturing animals for
some sick human enjoyment, etc. I accept the raising and humane slaughter of farm
animals for human consumption as a necessary evil, but the animals should not suffer
during slaughter, it should be quick and as painless as possible, calves should not be
raised in cages and separated from their mothers for veal. In other words do not
torture tease or neglect animals in our care.

- slimdave420  March 4, 2010 6:03PM

Reply to this  (0)Recommend

why do you think of it as a "necessary" evil?
even the conservative American Dietetic Association concedes that a vegan diet
is appropriate for people at all life stages. When you consume animal products,
you are making a CHOICE. It is not necessary by any stretch of the imagination -
unless you are in a life-or- death  situation or live in the most remote corner of
the world without access to vegetation. 

We need to own up to the TRUTH. When we purchase animal products in our
country, we are doing so only for our personal pleasure. And that is not a
morally-defensible reason to inflict such horrific suffering on sentient beings.

- jtyler  March 7, 2010 11:02PM

Reply to this  (2)Recommend

Just an opinion
It's just an opinion. And I totally agree with your assessment that it's not a
morally-defensible reason to inflict suffering. That was my main argument.
It's just that like it or not people eat meat , What do propose to get the
WORLD to stop eating meat ? A war on meat? A meat czar? Prohibition?
That always works. Legislate against the practice? In the real world I'll
settle for the best compromise which is the humane raising and slaughter
of farm animals . Now animal testing ....that should be banned . That to
me is indefensible.

- slimdave420  March 8, 2010 12:57AM
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what I propose
to get people to stop eating meat is to invest time and money in
vegan education wherever and whenever possible. With friends,
family , on message boards, at tabling events, at our schools ,
churches, and so on....

We need to show people that it's not necessary to eat animals , and
that doing so creates tremendous suffering and misery (not to
mention global warming , world hunger and environmental
devastation), and that there is an affordable, sustainable, delicious,
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healthy alternative. As more people become aware and see how
truly beneficial it is to go vegan, we will reach a "tipping point" and
veganism will very gradually become the norm. 

And I agree with you about animal testing . That is something for
which legislation is desperately needed. It should be banned today.
But it's interesting to me that you find animal testing to be more
objectionable than animal agriculture. Scientists "claim" that animal
testing can create tremendous benefit for humankind. Yet raising
and killing animals for food creates nothing even remotely "noble" -
- it is done purely for our pleasure...and their profit.

- jtyler  March 8, 2010 9:56AM
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testing vs food
The difference between animal testing and raising the
animals for food is the condition in which they are raised.
Most farm animals experience at least some freedom while on
the range (or where ever) excluding caged chickens of course.
And they are well fed and taken care of up till the time of
slaughter. Whereas the poor, defenseless lab animals,
especially primates, cats, dogs , are subject to being forcefully
restrained, injected or subjected to extreme doses of
chemicals , have their skulls cut open so they can hook them
up to monitoring equipment etc. I can only imagine the terror
and pain these poor animals experience, they have no clue as
to what and why they are being tortured. I say test on human
volunteers. People can give consent and can be financially
rewarded. Most importantly they are aware of what is being
done to them. Animals are innocent creatures and should be
treated as humanely as possible. People and society in
general have this bogus arrogance that each and every
individual is SPECIAL and human rights trump all other life
forms. I say bullshit, we as an over-populated species are
depleting our natural resources, polluting the land, water & air,
and causing the extinction of animals we SHARE the planet
with. If it came down to me having to choose to inject an
animal or a person with an experimental drug, I wouldn't
hesitate to inject the person. Mankind is sadistic, selfish and
not as special as we think we are. Maybe due to desensitizing
or media overload but when I see coverage of human
suffering around the world I do not get emotional about it, yet
when those damn ASPCA or Humane Society commercials
air showing neglected and abused animals while Sarah
McLaughlin sings "In the eyes of an angel" I cry every time.

- slimdave420  March 8, 2010 11:56AM
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If ignorance is bliss. . .
Then christians must be the most blissful people. . .

Bhall, by your logic you are basically saying that if the bible told you to kill someone
(which it actually does 'If a man lies with another man, as he does with a woman , he
must be put to death ') you would be completely okay with killing someone???

Plus, God gave us animals correct? Well, all  we do is tortrue, maim and eventually kill
them. Would you take something your mother / father gave you, go out in the front
yard and smash it to pieces while saying 'Thank's mom/dad'. . .No, you are supposed
to take care of it. That goes along with your so called 'loving, merciful, just' God giving
us/you animals. . .

- Vegan-Punk  March 6, 2010 12:32PM
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Animal Rights
Two comments..... Christians versus compassion? I sincerely believe animals should
have rights....they breathe, eat. sleep , reproduce, much as humans do...why shouldn't
they have rights? Also, we already have dominion over them, as is proven by the
yearly, and even daily, removal of their habitats to enable building of new condos,
malls, businesses, etc. for our own use. It really makes me ill to think of businesses
abandoning a former perfectly good building to build an identical one down the road,
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while the old one sits there empty!

- Glasscat  March 7, 2010 2:46PM
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